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ABSTRACT
In forensics and nuclear-forensics, the current lab-based analytical technique employed can be
laborious, time consuming, and less suitable for in-situ and real time screening. However, it is
important to develop fast and fieldable instrumental technique, without a tradeoff for its high
throughput, for drug screening and radionuclear analysis. The underlying factors to be considered
in the instrument development ranges from: high potency of samples, even at very low
concentration; complex nature of samples in the surrounding environment; real-time chemical
composition variation; and instrument size, weight and power (SWAP) consideration. Differential
mobility spectrometry (DMS), also known as field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry
(FAIMS), had been a promising rapid gas-phase separation technique, deployable for field

applications. Ionized samples are separated and characterized based on their nonlinear motion of
their gases under the influence of a differential high and low electric field at or near atmospheric
pressure.
The implementation of DMS in this study is divided into three parts: (1) Direct analysis in real
time (DART) ionization was employed as a robust solvent-less ionization technique, coupled to
DMS to demonstrate their combined utility and compatibility. Herein, amphetamine and
derivatives were analyzed suggesting a promising alternative for rapid separation and
characterization of new psychoactive substances. (2) Flowing atmospheric-pressure afterglow
(FAPA) desorption/ionization source was coupled with DMS for the first time for metal-ion
speciation. The FAPA-DMS hybrid was used for separation and detection of individual ionic

viii

species from cobalt and nickel complexes with acetylacetonate in standard mixtures. (3) Using
nano-electrospray source, DMS was coupled to a linear ion trap MS for pre-filtration of uranyl ion
from fission products analogue. Subsequently, isotopic measurement was conducted on the uranyl
ion. The

235

U/238U ratio measured correlate with the result obtained from certified reference

material (CRM) of natural uranium, employed in this study.

ix

CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION

History
In the past few decades, the trend in development of analytical tools for sampling and
characterization of various samples has shifted ground from conventional classical techniques to
instrumental methods, especially when dealing with trace samples. Mass spectrometry (MS)
among other analytical techniques have evolved as a widely used orthogonal analytical tool for
characterization and elucidation of compounds. Mass spectrometry is a “state of the art” analytical
technique that gained popularity not only because of its ability to measure the mass/charge ratio
(m/z) of chemical species but also because of its excellent selectivity and sensitivity relative to
other techniques.1 Although, MS provides rich information to an unprecedented level, it could also
provide ambiguous mass spectra as a result of “matrix” effects if sample preparation and
chromatography separation prior to MS analysis is not adequately or properly done.2 While life
science application gave motivation to expanding the mass range capacity of newer lab-based mass
spectrometer, other applications, including space missions, forensics and defense focused on rapid
sampling and miniaturization. In general, with the rising demand for fast, fieldable and high
throughput analytical techniques, the conventional chromatography separation can be
overwhelming, laborious and time-consuming. This call for the improvement and development of
complementary or alternatives technique that could reduce the task without compromising
throughput.

1

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), as standalone sensing device or coupled with MS, has gained
popularity for the detection of explosives and is now used at airports security checkpoints for the
screening of hidden explosives in bags and identification of post-detonation debris.3–5 Trace
amount of drugs, on the order of nanograms can be detected using a handheld ion mobility
spectrometer.3 IMS, earlier referred to as plasma chromatography,6–8

is an electrophoretic

technique for separation and characterization of gas-phase ions, on the basis of their relative
velocity as they drift through a countercurrent gas flow, under the influence of a constant
electrostatic field applied along the axial length of the drift tube.9 Ions possess distinguishable
velocity, based on their of their mass, charge, and collision cross section (CCS) i.e., size and
shape.10 Since the early 80s, several research laboratories, including universities, government
agencies and industries has greatly contributed to the development of IMS. It has dramatically
evolved to more robust and higher throughput instrument, thus its applications have expanded,
ranging from defense; chemical warfare agent (CWA) monitoring, explosive detection, airport
checkpoint; forensics examination;11 food analysis;12 environment analysis and air quality
monitoring;13 medical and clinical analysis.14,15
With the increase in demand for IMS applications, its performance as a stand-alone instrument is
undermined. However, coupling IMS with MS detection increased orthogonality and improved
analysis of real samples, existing as complex mixtures. In the hybrid system, usually termed IMSMS or IM-MS, IMS separates ions based on CCS, especially isomers, while MS further
characterizes the molecular weight of the pre-filtered ion. While some complex biological samples
are still difficult to characterize with the system, other hyphenated hybrids have also been
developed. They include the incorporation of gas chromatography (GC),16 and liquid
chromatography (LC),17 prior to ionization. While IMS confers additional post-ionization

2

orthogonal separation, followed by MS characterization. Other systems have been coupled to IMS,
for sample introduction, and to reduce chemical interference and /or improve separation. They
include supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) and more recently solid-phase micro-extraction
(SPME).18,19
During this period, several scientists have contributed to the re-engineering, modification and
developing other variants of conventional IMS. They include and not limited to; travelling-wave
IMS (TWIMS),20,21 trapped IMS (TIMS),22,23 differential mobility analyzer (DMA),24 and
differential IMS (DMS).25,26 Since this project is tailored around DMS, more emphasis will be laid
on it. Herein, the concept is based on the gas-phase ion prefiltration under the influence of a nonlinear electric field, which is an origin to its other name; field asymmetric waveform IMS
(FAIMS). Unlike the conventional IMS that employed (low) direct current (DC) electric field,
DMS separation is based on (high) radiofrequency (RF) field. Thus, ion separation is based on
their mobility differences in the alternating high and low RF field. This technique was originally
pioneered by the Soviet Union in the early 1980s, as part of the program for the development of
field deployable explosive detector.27 For up to a decade, other laboratories in the Soviet Union,
has also contributed to its development, driven towards same purpose.25 Two independent teams,
typically for the style and designs of instrument, were formed. First, the Gorshkov’s team of
Siberian Academy of Science; known for the cylindrical shaped design. This design motivation
was to improve ion focusing on a curved surface. This team was the originator of the term High
Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometry (FAIMS).28–31 In contrast, the second
team, worked on the planar design, creating a homogenous field surface for drifting ion. Initially,
it was referred to as a Drift Spectrometer, but is now called Differential Mobility Spectrometry
(DMS).32–34 For this design, all ions can be completely transmitted (transparent mode) while the
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electric fields are turned off. This approach helps to optimize ion transmission, and calibrate the
system at different field potentials and/or during the introduction of various modifiers into the
transport gas streams. When RF potential are turned on, the planar geometry prefiltration produces
higher ion signal, in comparison to the cylindrical FAIMS system. While both geometries have the
same underlying principle of separation, the comparison of characteristics of one geometry over
the other were typically used for marketing, following the commercialization of both systems in
the early 20th centuries. A detailed summary of the development of the cylindrical-FAIMS and
planar-DMS over three decades, has been summarized in a review article.35 Briefly, Figure 1 is
scheme that explain chronological history of both systems.

Figure 1. Chronological history of DMS. NMSU = New Mexico State University,
NEU = Northeastern University, UNC = University of North Carolina, LU = Loughborough
University, PNNL = Pacific Northwest Laboratory, MSA = Mine Safety Associates.35

4

Principles of Operation
In a conventional IMS, as depicted in Figure 2, the mobility (K, cm2 s-1V-1) of ion from the
ionization region as it traverses the drift region is determined by the velocity (vd, cm s-1) attained
under the influence of an electric field (E, V cm-1) in the presence of a transport gas, given by:
𝑣𝑑 = 𝐾𝐸

(1.1)

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of an ion mobility spectrometer.9

If the time taken to travel through a drift region of length d (cm) is td (s), then:
𝐾=𝑡

𝑑

(1.2)

𝑑𝐸

At standard conditions of temperature (T, Kelvin) and pressure (P, Torr), ion mobilities are
expressed as reduced mobility (K0) corrected to:
𝐾0 = 𝐾

273
𝑇

𝑃

. 760

(1.3)

In the presence of the inert transport gas (like nitrogen, helium, carbon dioxide etc.), collisions
between ions and neutrals are controlled by the forces between them and thus, the mobility must
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ultimately depend on the ion-neutral interaction. Ion mobility can be related to the experimental
conditions and analyte characteristics by the Mason-Champ equation,7 simplified as:
3𝑞

2𝜋

1
2

1

𝐾 = (16𝑁) (𝜇𝑘𝑇) (𝛺 )
𝑑

(1.4)

Where q is the ion charge, N is the number density of the transport gas, µ is the reduced mass of
the ion, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of the transport gas and Ωd is the collision
cross section (CCS) of the ion with neutrals. At low fields (conventional IMS), the mobility of an
ion at a certain transport gas pressure and temperature, is determined by the reduced mass, charge
and CCS of the ion. The electric field strength to buffer gas density number (E/N) ratio is usually
≤2 Townsend (Td); 1 Td ~10-17 Vcm2, and the measured mobility is independent of the applied
electric field.
At higher field regime; E/N (> 40 Td), the relationship between ion velocity (vd) and applied field
(E) is no longer linear, hence mobility (K) is no longer constant but becomes field dependent, and
represented by a non-constant, high-field, mobility term 𝐾(𝐸/𝑁). The realization of the ion
mobility dependent on field was first conceived as early as the 1920s, to investigate the properties
of positive ions and electrons in a corona discharge quartz cylinder36 and later demonstrated on an
ion mobility monograph.37 Later studies by Mason and McDaniel,38 also demonstrated that
𝐾(𝐸/𝑁), depends nonlinearly at higher 𝐸/𝑁 value, and can be represented as:
𝐸 2

𝐸 2𝑛

𝐾(𝐸/𝑁) = 𝐾(0) [1 + 𝛼2 (𝑁) + ⋯ + 𝛼2𝑛 (𝑁) ]

(1.5)

Where K(0) is the mobility of the ion at low electric field , and α2, α4, ..., α2n are coefficients of the
expansion which are dependent on E/N and can be simplified into the effective alpha parameter
function, αeff(𝐸/𝑁).25 Thus equation (1.5) is simplified to:
6

𝐸

𝐾(𝐸 ⁄𝑁) = 𝐾(0) [1 + 𝛼eff (𝑁)]

(1.6)

By rearrangement, the αeff(𝐸/𝑁) can be measured experimentally as:
𝐸
𝐸
𝐾 (𝑁) − 𝐾(0) 𝛥𝐾 (𝑁)
𝐸
𝛼eff ( ) =
=
𝑁
𝐾(0)
𝐾(0)

(1.7)

Using equation 1.7, previous literature39 has transformed Ellis and McDaniel’s mobility data from
the atomic table ranging for low to high (𝐸 ⁄𝑁), of potassium40 and cesium,41 to an effective
αeff(𝐸/𝑁), as shown in Figure 3. Using the linear expansion of the polynomial term in equation 5,
the fitted αeff(𝐸/𝑁) was obtained. At the low field regime, the relationship between αeff(𝐸/𝑁) and
(𝐸 ⁄𝑁) are near linear. Conversely, more deviation from linearity were observed at higher (𝐸 ⁄𝑁)
regime.

Figure 3. Plot of αeff(E/N) versus (E⁄N) for potassium and cesium in nitrogen gas, derived from
atomic tables.39

The principle of DMS separation is the filtration of ion population as they travel through a drift
cell with transport gas stream, and under the influence of oscillating RF field. They will experience
7

a differential mobility, 𝐾(𝐸 ⁄𝑁) and 𝐾(0) as they transverse between high field and low field,
respectively. The non-linear mobility behavior of ions has been summarized into three categories
as shown in Figure 4: (1) Type A – αeff(𝐸/𝑁) increases with increasing electric field ; (2) Type C
–αeff(𝐸/𝑁) decreases with increasing electric field; and (3) Type B – a αeff(𝐸/𝑁) increases at low
field region and later decreases at higher field. For Type A ions, ion-neutral undergoes
clustering/declustering interaction. This phenomenon is more pronounced for small ions in
nitrogen or air as transport gas. For Type C, hard-sphere collision dominates while clustering and
adduct ion formation are reduced to minimal. Incorporation of small neutrals like helium into the
transport gas stream promote αeff(𝐸/𝑁) to a negative value. Type B behavior is a result of the
combination of the clustering/declustering model at low filed and the hard-sphere phenomenon at
higher field.

Figure 4. Three types of hypothetical behavior (αeff(E/N) ) of ion under the influence of electric
field.42

DMS analytical model and separation mechanism
As depicted in Figure 5 (top), continuous stream of ions was generated at the source region. Ions,
together with the stream of transport gas, drift through the DMS cell, comprised of two electrodes,
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separated by an analytical gap (g). Hypothetically, a rectangular-shaped asymmetric RF waveform
was applied to the top electrode, perpendicularly to ion motion, while the bottom electrode is
maintained at ground potential. In practice, sinusoidal waveform are usually employed, though
some group has implemented a rectangular waveform for this studies.43 More emphasis shall be
laid on the waveform employed in a later section. The RF waveform, usually called the dispersion
voltage (DV) or sometimes called the separation voltage (SV), is a Vp-p(t) composed of a crest and
a trough, termed Vhigh and Vlow, with opposite polarity, as a function of time thigh and tlow which
depend on the frequency of the RF field. The RF generator produces an asymmetric waveform that
its integrated voltage – time product at opposite polarity are equal (i.e. Vhigh thigh + Vlow tlow = 0), as
shown in shaded portion in Figure 5 (bottom). For example, if Vp-p(t) = 1500 V at

1
6

MHz. This

implies that when Vhigh = 1000 V, thigh = 2 µs, and for opposite polarity Vlow = -500 V, tlow = 4 µs.
From equation 1 and 2, the shortest distance (𝑑) travelled by the ion with a velocity (𝑣) in high
field and low field can be expressed as:
𝑑1 = 𝑣1 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ = 𝐾ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝐸ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
𝑑2 = 𝑣2 𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑤 = 𝐾𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑤

(1.8)
(1.9)

Since the asymmetric waveform maintain Vhigh thigh + Vlow tlow = 0, then Ehigh thigh + Elow tlow = 0.
However, the only variable is the ion mobility property Khigh (or 𝐾(𝐸 ⁄𝑁)) and Klow (or 𝐾(0)), at
high and low field, respectively. If the ion mobility does not change at high and low field, i.e.
𝐾(𝐸 ⁄𝑁) = 𝐾, then 𝑑1 = 𝑑2 . The trajectory of the ion as it moves between the electrodes after a
complete cycle will be to return to its originating center. However, the net displacement will allow
the ion to be completely transmitted and reach the detector. In this case, the αeff(𝐸/𝑁) = 0. If an
ion 𝐾(𝐸 ⁄𝑁) > 𝐾, then 𝑑1 > 𝑑2 , then the ion will experience a net displacement that moves it
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away from the top electrode, but closer to bottom electrode, and eventually neutralized at the
bottom electrode, as shown for M+ ion in Figure 5 (bottom). In this case, αeff(𝐸/𝑁) > 0, which a
typical to a type A ion. Conversely, type B ion will have 𝐾(𝐸 ⁄𝑁) < 𝐾, 𝑑1 < 𝑑2 , then their motion
will move close or neutralized at the top electrode, where the RF field is applied. In order to correct
the net displacement and trajectory of an ion that will pass through the middle of the plate and
detected, a counterbalancing DC potential, also known as compensation voltage (CV) is applied
(usually to the top electrode). Usually, a CV scan (from negative to a positive potential) is done
within milliseconds to seconds time scale. Each ion, at their characteristics αeff(𝐸/𝑁), is selectively
filtered out. The output reading is a plot of the CV versus ion signal, referred to as Differential
mobility spectrum. Consequently, the DV and CV can either be fixed or scanned, resulting in three
modes of operation: (a) When DV and CV are scanned, a full dispersion plot of each ion. Here,
the behavior of each ion, that is; type A, B or C can be observed, the relationship between DV, CV
and αeff(𝐸/𝑁) have been previously described;44 (b) At a fixed DV, CV can be scanned to obtain
the DM-spectrum. Here, we can observe the separation of an ionic specie from another ion,
analogous to what we observe in a chromatogram, but with CV scale in the place of retention time;
(c) At a fixed DV and CV, a single of interest can be monitored and characterized, similar to the
single ion monitoring (SIM) mode in a typical quadrupole mass analyzer.
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gap (g)

Figure 5. Concept of Differential Mobility Spectrometry: Schematic diagram of DMS (top);
Illustration of ion trajectory between two parallel plates (bottom). 45,46

Instrumentation
1.4.1 Electronics
As previously mentioned, asymmetric RF waveforms were applied to the DMS electrode so that
each ion in the field region will experience a distinct mobility in the high and low electric field. If
a symmetric waveform (duty cycle = 50%) was employed, the net displacement of all ions as they
drift will be at the center of the electrodes, hence, all ion will be filtered out at the same CV value
11

(CV = zero). An asymmetric waveform of extremely low or high duty cycle (that is >> 0% or
>>100%) will also limit the performance of DMS for ion separation. Studies have shown that the
optimum duty cycle for DMS separation in an ideal rectangular (IdR) waveform is ~33%.47,48 In
general, the waveform generators can be classified into three categories including (1) Pulse
Amplifier (PA) generator, an approach to generate the IdR waveform; (2) Flyback (FB) generator;
and (3) Two-harmonics (H2) generator. Schemes showing the circuit implementation and
waveform shapes are depicted in Table 1.
1.4.1.1 Pulse Amplifier (PA) generator
In theory, an IdR waveform provides the best possible waveform for DMS, but in reality this will
expend a lot of power as a result of high capacitive load required to drive the pulse of amplitude
above 1 kV instantaneously and frequently ( ~MHz frequency).48 This is not desirable, especially
for portable instruments. Also, the resulting IdR waveform shape is distorted and will generate a
pulse exceeding the set value, which may lead to arcing and circuit breakdown. Hence, it is
imperative to develop various waveform generators that are reasonably practicable.
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Table 1.

Classifications of asymmetric waveform generator for DMS dispersion voltage.

Waveform generators Waveform shape

Circuit diagram48

Notes

Pulse amplifier (PA)
generator

Power amplification of
the Ideal rectangular
(IdR) asymmetric
waveform

Flyback (FB)
generator

Consists of a resonant
LC circuit.

Two-harmonic (H2)
generator

Top:
Inductive coupling
Bottom:
Capacitive coupling

1.4.1.2 Flyback (FB) generator
This system consists of an LC circuit with a switch with a frequency corresponding to the
waveform pulse frequency. When the switch (SW) is on, energy is stored in the inductance with a
linear increase in current (I = Vt/L), flowing through the inductor (L) at period (t). When the
voltage (Vt) across the inductor is reversed, the stored energy will charge the capacitor (C)
producing a high voltage output U, expressed as:

𝑈=

𝑉𝑡

(1.10)

√𝐿𝐶
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At open switch, there is an appearance of a voltage pulse (Fly-back) of duration 𝜋(𝐿𝐶)2 ,
representing a crest of the harmonic waveform. As soon as the high voltage across the capacitor
discharges to a negative value, the diode opens and energy stored in the resonance circuit is
returned back to the power supply. Though the resulting waveform amplitude is limited by the
switch breakdown current and voltage and frequency by the speed of the high power element, the
shape of waveforms produced are highly stable. Another advantage of FB generators is that they
are safe, reliable, and low in power consumption, making them suitable for field sensors.
1.4.1.3 Two-harmonics (H2) generator
As shown in Figure 6, the two-harmonic generator is comprised of two resonance frequencies: the
fundamental frequency (w) and the second harmonic (2 × w). If both are excited, the output
waveform is the sum of both (Figure 6), and described as:
𝑈(𝑡) = 𝐸 [𝑎 𝐶𝑜𝑠 (𝑤𝑡) + 𝑏 𝐶𝑜𝑠 (2𝑤𝑡 + 𝜑)]

(1.11)

where a and b are the waveform parameters or duty cycle for the harmonics (a + b =1 by definition;
a = 2.3b for the optimum duty cycle),47 𝜑 is the phase shift, equal to zero for most DMS designs.
This waveform is generated by coupling two LC resonant circuits either inductively or capacitively
as shown if table 1. The limitation of the H2 generator is that factors such as temperature, warmup and unstable phase shift make the resulting waveform relatively instable, when compared to
other waveform generators. The compelling advantage is that maximum amplitude (up to 4 kVp-p)
can be achieved using the H2 generator.
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Figure 6. Two-harmonic(H2) waveform (black line) generated by the sum of the fundamental
waveform (0.7 𝐶𝑜𝑠 (𝑤𝑡)) and the second harmonic (0.3 𝐶𝑜𝑠 (2𝑤𝑡)). Here, the phase shift (𝜑) =
zero.

1.4.2 Design
As earlier mentioned in Section 1.1, pioneer research laboratories came up with different style
and designs of the DMS system, which include; planar25, cylindrical ,28 and dome design.49 Figure
7 is a schematic of the two major designs that are commonly used. For planar design, the first
commercially available system in North America in Gary Eiceman laboratory around 2000.50 It
was commercialized as a stand-alone sensor by Sionex (Sionex Inc, Bedford, MA). Several GCDMS and DMS-MS systems have been developed for various applications. It is worth nothing that
, a multi-channel planar design was also developed at University of Cambridge as commercialized
by Owlstone (Owlstone Ltd, Cambridge, UK).51 The main aim of the Owlstone-FAIMS system
was to develop a nanofabricated chip-based DMS sensor. While pathlength could affect resolution
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(discussed in Section 1.4.2.3 ), the multichannel path in Owlstone system could help increase the
analytical volume, as a trade-off for the extremely small pathlength. For the cylindrical design,
following to the utilization as a DMS-MS system by National Research Council, Canada,29 the
commercialization was first developed by Ionalytics, subsequently possessed by Thermo Fischer
Scientific in 2005.52 The variant designs are not primarily for branding purposes, but for the sole
aim of optimizing its performance, which are centered towards four major metrics including: scan
speed, sensitivity, resolution, and peak capacity.

Figure 7. Schematics of a planar-DMS (top)53 and cylindrical-DMS (bottom).28
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1.4.2.1 Scan Speed
In the case of scan speed (also called ion residence time), longer electrodes will result in an
increased dwelling time of ion in the analytical region. Planar designs usually have shorter
residence time < 10 ms, in contrast to the cylindrical style in the order of >100 ms. The average
residence time (τ) can be expressed as:

𝜏=

𝑙𝑤𝑔
𝑄

(1.12)

where l and w are the length and width of a typical planer electrode separated by the gap (g).
This is critical, especially when DMS is coupled to a mass spectrometer, with an accelerated ion
speed as they drift from the atmosphere to vacuum, and faster MS mass acquisition rate. However,
the choice of DMS-MS hybrid should be carefully selected, especially with a trap-based MS
analyzer, ensuring time synchronization. Otherwise, higher residence time could result in a poor
resolution or channel overlap in the resulting DMS Spectrum.
1.4.2.2 Sensitivity.
Sensitivity is related to transmission efficiency because the transmission efficiency constrains
throughput. For an ion traversing through the DMS analytical field region, it should overcome ion
loss due to diffusion in order to survive. This is analogous to the effect of band broadening on
chromatography performance. Discussion in the literature54,55 has shown that curved electrodes
will generate nonuniform electric fields and consequently result to more effective ion focusing, in
contrast to a planar geometry with homogenous field.
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Ion transmission efficiency can also be reduced from ion loss due to gas flow diffusion. As
established by the Nerst – Townsend – Einstein relation, the relationship between ion diffusivity
(D) and mobility (K) can be expressed as:

𝐷=

𝐾𝑘𝑇
𝑞

(1.13)

Where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and q is the charge of the ion.
As shown in Figure 8 a, in the absent of diffusion effects, the 6 different ions traverse parallel to
each other under the influence of a constant electric field in the DMS analytical region. When the
diffusion effect was added and other conditions remain constant, ion trajectories were randomly
distributed. The longer the ion resident time, the more the diffusion loss, which consequently leads
to lower sensitivity. It has also been described in a model56 that ion loss only from diffusion for a
planar DMS and cylindrical DMS is about ~25% and ~93%, respectively. It is also worth noting
that transmission through DMS with short residence times will not explicitly result in high
performance. Shorter residence time, on the other hand, decreases the peak resolution.
When DMS has an insufficient gap height, in a substantial loss of ions might result. As ions
traverse through the drift cell, they experience an oscillatory motion under the influence of the RF
field. If the net oscillatory distance (d) covered is greater than or equal to the DMS analytical gap
(𝑔), some ions might be neutralized on either wall of the electrodes, thus reducing the net
population of ions passing through the DMS cell. The effective gap (𝑔𝑒𝑓𝑓 ) can be expressed as:
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Figure 8. Simulated trajectories for six different ions without diffusion being accounted for (a),
parallel trajectories) and after addition of diffusion effects into the simulations (b).57

𝑔𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑔 −

𝑆𝐾
〈|𝑓|〉
2𝐹

(1.14)

From equation 8 and 9,

𝑑 = 𝐾𝐸𝑡 ≡

𝑆𝐾
〈|𝑓|〉
2𝐹

(1.15)

Then we can say that,
𝑔𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑔 − 𝑑

(1.16)
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where S is the separation field, K is the ion mobility, F is the frequency of S and 〈|𝑓|〉 is a term to
account for the shape of the waveform. Literature57 has also demonstrated that ion with larger
mobility (K) experience greater radial oscillation with distance (d), and consequently reduces the
effective gap (𝑔), consequently resulting in ion loss.
From equation 13 and 14, we can infer that, at a constant DMS gap (𝑔), increasing the field (as net
electric field (E) or separation field (S)) will result into greater displacement (d) of ion as they
oscillate, resulting into a low 𝑔𝑒𝑓𝑓 , and vice-versa. Also, reduced field frequency (F) will
consequently result to ion loss. However, using a DMS electronics with high frequency degrees
wall collision, which help reduce ion loss. In an experimental test for samples of leucine56
performed with waveform frequency ranging from 750 kHz to 3 MHz, results showed that
increasing frequency, which consequently reduces the amplitude of the transverse ion oscillation,
will reduce wall collision and consequently reduce ion loss. This was supported by a simulation
data as shown in Figure 9.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Frequency effect in DMS. Top (a) and bottom (b) panes show calculated trajectories for
two different frequencies, also indicating that more ions can enter the DMS filter when the DV
frequency is higher.56
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Ion transmission losses also occur at the DMS inlet and the DMS-MS interface region. At the DMS
inlet, ions experience an unavoidable nonhomogeneous electric field at the MS inlet called a
fringing field effect. The previous literatures

39,58

has quantitatively described that increasing

carrier gas flow rate will reduce the fringe field effect. As earlier mentioned, optimizing the gas
flow rate is important because higher flow rate reduces DMS residence time, and consequently
results in peak broadening in the observed DM spectrum. For the DMS-MS interface, the strong
flow from the DMS exit to the MS inlet, as a result of (1) pressure change from atmospheric
pressure to vacuum (2) reduced flow channel from DMS to the MS inlet orifice, will impair the
ion transfer efficiency. A detailed explanation of gas flow behavior at the front end of MS inlet
has been described elsewhere.59 While the MS vacuum pulls in air at a constant flow, the dimension
of the analytical region of DMS could be adjusted to maintain uniform conductance of carrier gas
between the DMS and MS channel, with minimal ion loss. At a fixed DMS analytical dimension
(lwg), or fixed DMS carrier gas flow rate, especially for an optimum residence time (τ) as explained
in equation 10, ion loss as a result of higher or lower MS vacuum drag can be compensated by
incorporating a throttle gas channel between the interface that seals the DMS cell with the MS
inlet.
Ion loss may be also attributed to electric field gradients as ions are guided from the source, through
curtain plate, DMS electrode and MS capillary inlet. As mentioned earlier, high field DMS
increases ion displacement as they traverse through the cell While some ions are neutralized on
the electrode, others generate more fragment ions as described in previous literature.57 In the case
of field gradient, similar to the ion guide in the MS system, the flux of ions as they enter and exit
the DMS field region might be lost before reaching the MS inlet. However, the introduction of a
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curtain plate before the DMS channel and “braking” potential56 or ion funnel after the DMS region
is a common practice to increase ion transmission.
1.4.2.3 Resolution.
Resolution in ion mobility, also termed resolving power describe the degree at which a peak of a
single compound can be confined within a narrow CV or mobility range.42 It can be described as:

𝑅=

|𝐶𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 |
𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀

(1.17)

where CVmax is the observed compensation voltage at peak maximum, and 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 is the full width
at half-maximum for the observed peak, as shown in the DM spectrum in Figure 10. Some
researchers believed that the cylindrical designs, most importantly because of its longer resident
time, do have better resolution than the planar geometry. Meanwhile, specific literature has also
shown that the planar design produces ~ 4 times better resolution than the other, under the same
conditions and residence time.53 However, we can conclude that both planar and cylindrical design
can attain similar resolution, if variables including DMS dimensions (𝑙𝑤𝑔) and carrier gas flow
rate (𝑄) can be adjusted to produce similar residence time (τ), provided that other external
condition remain the same. However, there is always a trade-off between resolution and sensitivity
in DMS.
1.4.2.4 Peak Capacity
Peak Capacity (PC), analogous to separation factor in chromatography, is a measure of the
separability or selectivity of a peak for the neighboring one. It can be defined as:

𝑃𝐶 =

|𝐶𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥1 − 𝐶𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥2 |
𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒
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(1.18)

Where 𝐶𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥1and 𝐶𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥2 are the observed compensation voltages for the ion pairs and 𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒 is
the average base width 𝑊𝑏1 and 𝑊𝑏2 for peak 1 and peak 2, respectively. It is also worth noting
that the composition of transport gas can improve the resolution and consequently improve the
PC.42 Details will be discussed in section 1.5.

Figure 10. At a fixed DV, DM spectrum explaining resolution and peak capacity in DMS.

DMS performance optimization
Ion separation under the influence of DMS high electric field is based on the interaction of the ion
(either bare or cluster form) with neutral in gas phase. In order to achieve optimum separation and
throughput, based on the four metrics discussed in the previous section, the ion-neutral interaction
should be monitored and controlled. This can be achieved in three ways, as described in previous
literature;60 (1) Controlling the dynamic equilibrium of the clustering process; (2) controlling
unwanted heterogenous clusters during ion formation; and (3) controlling the temperature and
pressure which influence ion-neutral collision rate and processes.
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1.5.1 Dynamic equilibrium control of clustering process
Modifying the composition of carrier gas or addition of specific reagent (as modifier or dopant)
will control the dynamic equilibrium of the separation process. Early studies have shown that
incorporating other neutral molecules in their gas-phase to the carrier gas of IMS61 and DMS42
systems have shown an improvement in resolution and peak capacity. The ion-neutral collision
cross-section (Ωd) is related to ion mobility (K) by the simplified equation,
3𝑞

2𝜋

1
2

1

𝐾 = (16𝑁) (𝜇𝑘𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓) (𝛺 )
𝑑

(1.19)

Where q is the ion charge, N is the number density of the drift gas, µ is the reduced mass of the
ion, k is the Boltzmann constant, and Teff is the effective temperature of the drift gas. Using
equation 19 and neutral gas data, the IMS study uses a hard-sphere model to calculate the ionic
radii of samples using different carrier gases including helium, argon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide.
Results show that each compound possesses different ionic radii values in each carrier gas
(increasing in the order: helium < argon < nitrogen < carbon dioxide). This variation was attributed
to the polarizability of each neutral gas. Consequently, the PC of each compound in the carrier
gases increases in order: carbon dioxide < nitrogen < argon < helium61. Although helium has
proven to be the best carrier gas for improved resolution in an ideal situation, it is worth noting
that in practice, critical factors include (1) low break-down voltage of helium, (could cause arcing
to the system, especially with the DMS high electric field) (2) complex molecules, (especially
larger molecules or compound mixtures might not yield good separation) (3) high cost of helium,
(does not make them the best option.) However, having proven that polar neutrals can improve
DMS separation, employing mixtures of carries gases and polar modifiers is now a common
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practice for DMS separation. Although there is no clear understanding for selection of carrier gas
mixtures and modifiers, several results have shown reproducibility and improved separations.
1.5.2 Ion-cluster control from electrospray ionization
Among other ionization techniques, electrospray ionization, a solvent-based soft ionization
technique has revolutionized the performance of MS. This is due to its ability to produce
characteristic intact molecular ions (including multiply-charged species) of the analyte of interest
rather than fragment ions, extending the mass range accommodation of MS analyzers to kDa –
mDa for large molecule detection. Electrospray ionization (ESI) generates fine aerosol particles
which are combination of bare molecular ions, multimers, ion-clusters, and bulk small droplets of
solvent such as ions or neutrals. The ratio of the mixture is extremely dependent on the extent to
which the electrospray solvent is desolvated. More heterogeneous ion-cluster populations are
produced at higher sample (analyte in bulk solvent) flowrates, that is, each characteristic molecular
ion will exist in wide range of different forms of molecular weights and chemical compositions.
For best DMS performance, in terms of resolution, peak capacity and sensitivity, the ideal
phenomenon is a homogenous cluster ion formed as the result of the interaction of the ion with the
carrier gas. In the case of an extreme heterogeneous ion-cluster populations, separation will not
occur, and all ions will be filtered out at the same CV value as the residual ion peak (RIP). It is
also worth noting that increased concentration of analyte can also reduce separation. Apart from
increased formation of heterogeneous populations of ion-clusters, there is possible formation of
small droplets within the DMS analytical region. One study60 has shown the loss of peak resolution
as sample flow rate increases as shown in Figure 11Figure 11. In order to reduce the heterogeneous
ion-cluster population, low sample flow rate using nano-electrospay (nESI) sources is now
typically employed. Apart from the low sampling flow rate employed with nanospray, the simple
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set-up, portability, and absence of pneumatic nebulizing gas is an added advantage of nESI. Other
solventless ionization sources can also be employed, and details are explained in section 1.6.

Figure 11. At DV 3000 V, DM Spectrum of pamaquin ions at various flow various solvent flow
rates, 1) 1 μL/min, 2) 5 μL/min, 3) 10 μL/min, 4) 25 μL/min, and 5) 125 μL/min. The apparent
loss of resolution at high flows is due to the generation of a heterogeneous cluster ion population
when ions are desorbed from the charged droplets. The desolvation gas temperature was
maintained constant throughout. The carrier gas flow was heated to ~42 °C.60

1.5.3 Temperature and pressure effect
DMS and quadrupole mass filters selectively filter out ions as an electric field is scanned. While
the quadrupole mass filter operates under vacuum conditions, DMS filters ions in an ambient
environment. The mean free path (λ) of air in an ambient environment is ~ 68 nm, thus the
interaction of ion with neutrals will experience extremely high successive collision with each
other. In the case, the influence of environmental variables including humidity, temperature and
pressure in the local environment of DMS analytical region is critical. While humidity can be
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controlled considerably by DMS carrier gas composition and the ionization system employed as
earlier discussed, here emphasis shall be laid on the temperature and pressure, which control the
collision parameters between ions with neutrals.
Temperature can affect ions in the DMS region by two forms of heating: (1) RF heating and (2)
bulk heating of the carrier gas stream. In both cases, ion internal energy and ion-neutral collision
energy are increased. In addition, the entire temperature changes the gas density (N), hence
changing the E/N (in Townsend units). This results in the expression that relates E/N as a function
of effective temperature (Teff):38
3
2

3

𝑘𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 2 𝑘𝑇 + 1/2𝑀𝑣𝑑2

(1.20)

where T is the temperature of the carrier gas stream, M is the molecular weight of carrier gas, vd is
the ion velocity, and k is the Boltzmann constant. In the case of RF heating, increase in the DV
increases the Teff above the bulk temperature of the carrier gas, potentially leading to declustering
and fragmentation (Figure 12), as observed in a tandem-MS. Literature has explained RF heating
and that an increase in DV results in increased monomer to dimer ratio.62,63 In the case of bulk
heating, the primary purpose of controlling the temperature of carrier gas stream is to increase the
homogeneous cluster ion population, especially in an electrospray ionization system. A method
generally used includes incorporating a desolvation chamber at the front end of the DMS.64,65 The
most adopted method is to flow heated carrier gas counter-currently (curtain gas) to the front end
of the DMS cell. This turbulent flow of hot carrier gas maximizes the ion-neutral collision and
residence time which drives the equilibrium toward the desired homogeneous ion-cluster
population. Another method involved direct heating of the ion transfer capillary using a heating
block prior to DMS separation.66,67 Some result show that increasing temperature increases peak
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resolution while others show improved separation.68 What is most important is that, since the DMS
operates in an ambient environment, the control and monitoring of temperature improves
reproducibility of results.
Since there is a direct relationship between temperature and pressure, pressure with direct
relationship with gas density (N), is an important variable that could affect DMS performance.
Since the DMS system operates in near-ambient environments, it is difficult to control the pressure,
but it is important to monitor the changes, especially for field applications and harsh environments
with abrupt changes in weather conditions. Previous literature has shown the effect of pressure
changes on DMS69 and explained that pressure dependence of air breakdown near atmospheric
pressure is sublinear. Hence, reduced pressure allows higher E/N values, or reduced voltage
requirements, and consequently reduces power consumption.

Figure 12. Fragmentation of SF6 anions due to RF heating in the DMS analytical gap. (a) For a
bulk gas temperature of 150°C, fragmentation occurs at approximately DV = 1100 V in the
dispersion plot; (b) mass spectrum before fragmentation shows only m/z = 146 (SF6-); (c) mass
spectrum after fragmentation (SF6--→ SF5-) [m/z = 127].60
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DMS Ion source
Since DMS is a post-ionization separation technique, the selection of ionization source should not
be trivialized. The earliest development of DMS employed 63Ni ionization source but due to the
environmental implication with use of radiation materials,25 effort were made to introduce other
ionization sources. Miller et al 70 has also employed dual ionization sources which include a UV
photo-discharge lamp and a low activity radioactive ionization sources – 1 µCi of americium,
which is considered relatively safe. This miniature system was developed for the analysis of
chemical vapor – xylene isomers which cannot be resolved with the conventional time-of-flight
instrument. Another source employed was an atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI) using
a krypton lamp to generate a photon energy of 10.6 eV, which is insufficient to ionize the gas
samples, unless dopants were introduced.34 APPI with dopant gas was demonstrated to be
sufficient enough to potentially replace the 63Ni radioactive ionization source. Another study has
also coupled APPI with DMS, as a standalone ion source for the separation of isomeric
hydrocarbons.71
In order to increase the application range of DMS, ionization and sampling should be extended to
liquid and solid samples. Since DMS involves gas phase separation, there is a need to transform
the samples from their condensed state to the gas phase. The first liquid sample introduction was
done using ESI.72 This experiment has further exposed the understanding of the DMS separation
phenomenon, that is clustering/declustering and the hard-sphere phenomenon at near-atmospheric
pressure, where ions experience maximum collision with neutral gas molecules. As previously
discussed in section 1.5.2, the pneumatic and high flow of infused sample has made this source
less suitable for integration with DMS due to large and uncontrollable amounts of solvent (as an
aerosol or plume) generated at the front end of the DMS, increasing heterogeneous ion-cluster
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populations generated, which reduces the performance of DMS. However, nESI has replaced the
conventional electrospray for the DMS system. Around this period, attention was drawn to
reengineer ESI for surface analysis in ambient environments, which was comprised of combined
electrospray ionization and desorption processes. This lead to the development of Desorption ESI
(DESI) by Cooks and co-workers.73 DESI has become more established for surface ionization in
ambient environments, cutting across a wide range of applications, especially regarding in-situ and
in-vivo analyses. Generally speaking, all ambient ionization techniques will have a significant
amount of chemical, background, and matrix interferences. However, interfacing DMS between
the ion source and the MS inlet confer an orthogonality that reduces or completely removes
interference. A typical DESI-DMS-MS system has been successfully implemented for the analysis
of some pharmaceutical products.66 another solvent-based surface ionization technique called
Liquid Extraction Surface Analysis by Advion (Ithaca, NY) has been coupled to DMS to improve
analysis throughput. 74
While the role of solvation on ionic behavior (clustering/declustering) in DMS separation is yet to
be fully understood and is still under investigation,75,76 it is pertinent to employ other solvent-less
ionization techniques to increase the control on variables, for optimum DMS performance, earlier
discussed in section 1.5. Plasma based- ionization techniques include Low Temperature Plasma
(LTP), for environmental organic compound analysis,77 and Direct Analysis in Real Time
(DART), for rapid characterization of drugs, have both been successfully coupled to ion mobility
systems.45,78
MS imaging (MSI) is a cutting-edge surface analysis that provides detailed information about the
spatial distribution of molecules on a sample surface with improved selectivity and sensitivity.
Interfacing an ion mobility system will reduce matrix effects, enhance precise localization, and
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improve the spatial resolution of the resulting image. Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization
(MALDI) was the pioneer MSI technology, and it has been successfully coupled to the ion mobility
system, TWIMS, for surface analysis of biological tissues.79,80 While MALDI is limited to labbased analysis, ambient ionization MSI enables real time in-situ analysis with minimal sample
preparation. Laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI) was combined with IMS for direct
imaging of biological tissue.81 Specifically, DESI and a liquid-microjunction surface sampling
probe (LMJ-SSP) has been coupled to the DMS system for imaging of metabolites, lipids and
proteins from biological tissue samples.82
Trend and future directions
Applications of ion mobility systems has spanned across a wide range of applications, as earlier
discussed in section 1.1. It is important to highlight the development trend and future directions.
Herein, we shall discuss two new and promising applications that have been explored with MS:
MS imaging and isotope ratio analysis.
1.7.1 MS imaging
IMS systems – a post-ionization separation technique is now becoming a substitute for the
conventional chromatography technique in chemical imaging and ambient ionization. DMS
analysis speed has made it a more viable ion-prefiltration technique for MS imaging. Bennett et
al83 have earlier employed DMS filtration to improve the signal to noise ratio of a chemical cue
agent (137 Da) from an imaging data of sea algae samples. The output image also shows an overall
improvement in image quality and resolution. Another literature has also demonstrated that
incorporation of DMS for MS imaging is particularly useful for semiselective imaging of multicharged cardiolipins and proteins from rat brain and human tissues.82 The DMS CV scan (reported
as compensation field in Townsend units) was done in 6 seconds per pixel.
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1.7.2 Isotope ratio MS (IRMS)
Isotope-ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) – with a magnetic sector analyzer is the conventional
instrument employed for IR measurement. The size, weight, and power (SWP) requirements of the
lab-based instrument makes sampling and analysis laborious and time consuming. Studies have
also shown that the isotope ratio measurement can be hampered due to interfering peaks appearing
at the same m/z values with peaks under investigation. The filtration capability of DMS can
increase MS throughput for IR measurement. Isotope ratio measurement Isotope-ratio (IR)
analysis has not only gained application in ecological process and archeological dating, it is also
widely used in forensics,

84,85

and nuclear forensic applications;86–88 analysis which ranges from

nuclear fuel feedstock, spent fuel and post detonation debris consisting of a wide range of fission
fragments (stable and unstable isotopes). The human treatment associated with radionuclear
materials requires a rapid and high throughput analytical approach. Chapter 5 shall focus on the
work done, using DMS capability ability for pre- filtration of uranyl ion from mixtures and further
conduct an isotope ratio measurement on filtered uranium isotopes.
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CHAPTER 2 – METHODS
In this chapter, each component employed to make up the hybrid system shall be discussed. They
include the ionization source, DMS separation region and the MS mass detection region.
Thereafter, the integration and synchronization of each component as an assembly will be
discussed.
Ionization source
2.1.1 Direct Analysis in Real Time
Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART), a plasma-based ambient ionization technique was first
developed by Cody et al and was commercialized by JEOL.1While detailed explanation of design
and mechanism has described somewhere else,1,2 here, emphasis shall only be laid on the operation
condition suitable for the experiment. As shown in Figure 13, helium gas was supplied into the
first chamber (discharge chamber) and maintained at 2 .0 L min-1 using a mass flow controller
(Alicat Scientific, Inc., Dallas, TX), In the chamber, a needle electrode was supplied with a
discharge potential of 5 kV producing a plasma which are combinations of ions electrons and
excited-state metastable helium gas. The perforated disks were set at biased voltage of +100 V to
get rid of the ions in the plasma stream. The gas heater was set to 350 °C and the gas pass through
the grid electrode set at +350 V before exiting the ceramic insulator cap. The generated metastable
helium (19.8 eV) rapidly ionize atmospheric water, nitrogen and other gas in the local ambient
environment (penny ionization), producing a protonated water (reagent ions), as briefly described
in the reaction mechanism below:
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He(23S) + H2O → H2O+• + He(11S) + electronH2O+• + H2O → H3O+ + OH•
H3O+ + n H2O → [(H2O)nH]+
[(H2O)nH]+ + M → MH+ + nH2O

The reagent ion simultaneously desorb and ionize sample (M) placed at the front end of the ion
source. Details of sampling shall be discussed in chapter 3.

Figure 13. Cutaway view of DART ionization source.2

2.1.2 Flowing Atmospheric-pressure Afterglow source
Similar to the commercial DART, Flowing Atmospheric-pressure Afterglow (FAPA) ionization
source is a plasma-based ambient ionization technique, powered by a DC external power supply
with current ranging from 5 – 50 mA.3,4 The current range is responsible for high yield of reagent
species, which consequently increase the sensitivity of the system. The current is also responsible
for joule heating within the atmospheric pressure-glow discharge (APGD) region, hence no
additional gas heater required for desorption of sample. The simple design has made it an attractive
ion source for portable and fieldable MS applications.
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2.1.2.1 Design
There are three designs of FAPA sources: Pin- to- plate,5 Pin-to-capillary,6 and Halo FAPA7.
Herein, we employed the Pin-to-plate FAPA source as depicted in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Schematics of Pin-to-plate FAPA ionization source.8

As shown in , -550 V was supplied to a stainless steel pin cathode, from a custom-built HV power
supply (Prosolia Inc., Indianapolis).8 The anode plate, made from brass was grounded and the two
electrodes were separated by a gap of ~ 7 mm, held in place using a transparent cylindrical chamber
made from quartz. Helium gas was supplied and controlled using a mass flow controller (model
C50L-AL-DD-2-PV2-V0-SCR, Sierra Instruments Inc., Monterey, CA) at flow rate ranging from
0.75 to 1.00 L min-1. The gas generates an APGD (pink color) in between the electrodes and exit
the anode plate through a 1.6 mm hole into the atmosphere, were the discharge ionic species ionize
and desorb the sample on the surface.
2.1.2.2 Ion signal optimization
For an optimum performance of DMS separation, it is required to have; (a) maximum and; (b)
continuous ion signal. In this experiment, continuous stream of ions for up to ~5 minutes is
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required for a full dispersion plot scan. Variables which include: and Helium gas flowrate and
source current were tuned. At fixed current of 5 mA and helium flowrate ranging from 0.5 L.min1

to 2.0 L.min-1, the average background ion signals over 30 sec were obtained on a clean stainless-

steel mesh. As shown in Figure 15 a), an optimum intensity of 105 order magnitude were obtained
from 1.7 L.min-1. Conversely, at a fixed helium flow of 1.7 L.min-1, source current was varied. In
this case, no significant increase was obtained as shown in Figure 15 b). Furthermore, the ion
signal profile was obtained for a real sample – cobalt(II)acetylacetonate [Co(AcAc)2] as shown in
Figure 16. At 1.7 L.min-1 helium flow, loss of signal occurs in ~ 3seconds while 1.0 L.min-1 flow
produced a sustained signal for at least 3 minutes. Since low powered instrument is beneficial for
field applications, low current and helium flow rate combinations were optimized to 5 mA and
0.75 L.min-1 or 10 mA and 1 L.min-1, respectively.

Figure 15. (a). Intensity versus FAPA Helium flowrate b). Intensity versus FAPA current.
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Figure 16. Intensity stability rate of Co[(AcAc)2+H]+ at 1.7 LPM (left) and 1.0 LPM (right)
Helium flowrate.9

2.1.3 Nano-Electrospray
The nano-electrospray employed was self-assembled, comprising a fused silica emitter with a
multi-layer conductive coating (Picotip, Part no.: FS360-75-30-CE-5, New objective Inc.,
Woburn, MA). A commercial MS- Thermo LTQ XL (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham,
MA) was used to supply 2.0 kV high voltage to the nanospray emitter, while liquid samples were
supplied by directed infusion at 1 µL/min using the pump on the commercial MS.
DMS
2.2.1 DMS cell design
A planar DMS cell (brown color, Figure 17) was custom- machined from a polyamide material –
Vespel® SP-1 (DuPont, Wilmington, DE). As shown in Figure 17, an open-ended extruded cut
features two stainless-steel electrodes, each with active surfaces of dimensions 15.0 mm × 4.0 mm,
and separated by a 0.5 mm gap. The DMS cell design, was designed to: (1) interface the front end
inlet of MS; (2) attach a pair of screw that tightly keep the electrodes in place and supply high
voltage to the electrodes; and (3) accommodate a reaction chamber (discussed in section 2.4), for
the purpose of introducing stream of carrier gas and modifier in a controlled manner.
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Figure 17. SolidWorks drawing of DMS cell and electrodes assembly.

2.2.2 DMS Electronics
Using a commercial DMS fly-back electronics, DV and CV were supplied and controlled by the
Sionex Expert software (Sionex Corp., Bedford, MA) as earlier described in Krylov et al.10 The
electronics is capable of supplying DV ranging from 500 – 1500 V at 1.20 Hz frequency, as shown
in the oscilloscope readings in Figure 18. A DV validation was also done on the set voltage value
and the actual voltage measured to account for capacitive loss as shown in Figure 19. From the
plot, the R2 = 0.9967 indicates a good linearity between the set value and actual value. Also, the
electronics is capable of scanning the counter-balancing potential, CV scan between -40and +9.5
V, which is superimposed on the same RF field of DV. It implies that both DV and CV are supplied
on one electrode while the other electrode will be grounded or set at the offset DC voltage required
for optimum ion transmission. The CV scan rate can ranges from seconds to minutes depending
on applications. Herein, two CV scan rate were employed; (1) Fast scan, usually from -15 to +9.5
V for 15 seconds, equivalent to ~1.667 V. sec-1; (2) Slow scan (4× slower), from -15 to 9.5 V for
1minutes, equivalent to scan rate of ~0.416 V. sec-1. While CV can be scanned at a fixed DV value,
CV can also be scanned at an incremental DV value (in this case 50 V step size). However, a full
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DV (500 -1500V) and CV fast scan (-15 to +9.5 V) was achieved in ~ 5minutes. A single ion
monitoring (SIM) mode can also be employed, that is at a fixed DV and CV value.

Figure 18. Oscilloscope reading of DMS DV voltage = 1000 V(left) and CV voltage scan = -45
to +9.5 v (right) while DV is off.

Figure 19. Oscilloscope reading of set DV ranging from 500 – 1500 V.
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MS
A commercial linear ion trap MS (Thermo LTQ XL, Thermo-Fisher Scientific Inc., San Jose, CA)
was employed for the entire DMS-MS experiments. The ion transfer capillary temperature at the
inlet region of the MS was kept at 200 °C. Other ion optics parameters at the first stage region of
the MS before the skimmer, were optimized based on the sampling, ionization source and the
assembly employed, and shall be discussed in section 2.4.
Data acquisition was achieved using the Thermo Xcalibur software (Version 4.0.27.10). Automatic
gain control (AGC) was set on. Mass spectra acquisition rate was synchronized manually with
DMS scanning rate. Typically for m/z 100 – 500, the maximum injection time and microscan
combination were varied to obtain different acquisition rates as shown in Figure 20. An acquisition
rate of 8.4 Hz (equivalent to maximum injection time = 10 ms and one microscan) was employed
while DMS is in scanning mode, unless otherwise stated. Using Labview 2013 (National
Instruments, Austin, TX)) and OriginPro 2015 (OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA), the MS
extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) from CV scan and DV–CVscan was processed to a DM
spectrum and dispersion plots, respectively.

Figure 20. LTQ MS acquisition rate versus MS scan settings.
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DMS-MS Assembly
Coupling of DMS cell to the front end of the MS inlet was achieved using the Vapur interface
flange (IonSense, Inc., Saugus, MA) as shown in Figure 21. In order to keep constant flow of
carrier gas through the DMS channel, the DMS cell and Vapur interface are flush-mounted with a
face-sealed o-ring against the Vapur interface and the MS Ion source mount. The interface flange
also have a channel connected to an external to control the total carrier gas flow rate through the
DMS analytical region. The interface was tightly mounted to the MS region with the help of a pair
of guide pin holes and lock levers. As shown in Figure 21, the simplest reaction chamber employed
was made from stainless steel with 1.5 mm internal diameter ion transfer channel, and capped to
the front end of the DMS maintaining a 2 mm offset distance. It is worth to mention that the
potential on the reaction chamber is electrically isolated from the DMS electrode fields. However,
details shall be discussed separately for each experimental set-ups in later sections.

Figure 21. DMS-MS set-up. (a) Detailed view (b) full view.
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2.4.1 DART-DMS-MS
The final implementation of the hybrid is shown in Figure 22. Mesh holder (M) was maintain at
equidistance position between the DART source (D) and the reaction chamber (R), that is 6mm
distance away from both point D and R, as shown in Figure 22 (a). The motion stage moves
perpendicularly between D and M at a speed of 0.2 mm s-1.

Figure 22. (a) Schematics of DART-DMS-MS setup. Sample is deposited on a mesh screen (M)
mounted on a motion stage moving orthogonally to the direction of ions. The angle between the
DART source (D), mesh screen (M), and reaction chamber inlet (R) is at 0°. Where |DM| = 6 mm
and |MR| = 6 mm. (b) Final implementation of the DART-DMS-MS set-up.12

For maximum ion signal, DMS electrodes and DMS-MS interface were grounded, that is zero
biased voltage while the MS inlet capillary potential was kept at +40 V. The source fragmentation
voltage after the MS skimmer was turned off, that is 0 V.
The carrier gas flow rate through the DMS cell was set at ~ 1.2 L min-1, based on the flow rate of
similar DMS geometry used in our prior work.13 To achieve this total DMS flow rate, a dry pump
(Vacuubrand Inc., Essex, CT) was attached to the Vapur interface flange to pull in air and
compensate for the ~ 0.65 L min-1 flow from the inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer (Thermo
LTQ-XL). The flow rate was monitored and controlled with a flowmeter (model SK-32460-42,
Cole-Parmer Instrument Company, Vernon).
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2.4.2 FAPA-DMS-MS
The sample mesh was secured in a custom mesh holder mounted on a home-built one-dimensional
translation stage comprised of a stepper motor assembly (model 17HS16-2004S1, OMC
Corporation Limited, China) and controlled using Arduino’s open-source platform. The grounded
sample mesh moved orthogonally between the FAPA and DMS components at a rate of 0.2 mm
s−1. In some experiments, a second assembly was also employed consisting of the commercial
motion stage as described in section 2.4.1. In this way, as depicted by the blue arrow in Figure 23,
the sample surface could be semi-continuously refreshed while maintaining the FAPA-to-mesh
and mesh-to-DMS distances at ca. 8 and 7 mm, respectively. Thus, a steady source of sample ions
could be provided over the extended period of time necessary to fully characterize the landscape
of typical DMS dispersion plots. Carrier gas flow rate was maintained at ~ 1.2 L min-1 with the aid
of an external pumping as earlier described in DART-DMS-MS set-up in section 2.4.1.

Figure 23. Schematics of FAPA-DMS-MS setup. The angle between the FAPA, mesh (M) and
DMS cap (C) is at 0° while |FM| = 8 mm and |MC| = 7 mm.
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2.4.3 nESI-DMS-MS
All samples were introduced by direct infusion at 1 uL.min-1 from a 500 µL syringe (Hamilton
Company Reno, NV) through the self-assembled nano-electrospray set-up as described in section
2.1.3. As shown in the set-up schematics in Figure 24, 70 V DC was supplied to the stainless steel
end cap, ions were guided through into the DMS electrodes and finally into the mass-spectrometer
through the capillary inlet set at 35 V. The DMS electrodes were grounded, acting as a “braking”
potential as described by Schneider et al,14 this effectively slows ion velocity relative to transport
gas in the DMS drift region and consequentially reduces ion loss in the DMS-MS interface.

Figure 24. Schematics of nESI-DMS-MS setup.

In this set-up, no external pumping was used. Hence, the net carrier gas flowrate through the DMS
channel was maintained at 0.65 L min-1, solely dependent on vacuum pull from the MS. As shown
in the section view in Figure 25 (left), the nano-electrospray emitter and the DMS electrodes
maintained a 2 mm-distance from the end cap. The end cap with a hole of 1.5 mm ID and 7 mm
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depth was adhered using an O-ring to the front end of the DMS cell. The cell was tightly mounted
to a flange originally designed for commercial DART as earlier described in section 2.4.1.

Figure 25. Solidworks drawing of nESI-DMS-MS set-up (left). Zoomed in view (right).

DMS - Ambient Ion Soft Landing (ISL)
2.5.1 Materials and Sampling
Standard cesium chloride (CsCl) and α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) were obtained
from Sigma-Adrich, (Sigma-Adrich Corp, St Louis, MO). Each samples were prepared as 0.1
mg/mL and 1mg/mL for DMS-MS and DMS-ISL experiment in LC/MS grade methanol solution
(Fisher Scientific Fair Lawn, NJ), respectively.
2.5.2 Set-up
An initial nESI-DMS-MS experiment where done on samples. While the DMS-MS set-up is
similar to the one employed in section 2.4.3 shown in Figure 24, a new end-cap design was
employed, mounted to the front end of the DMS, similarly used for the DMS-ISL set-up (Figure
26). For the DMS-ISL set-up, ion source employed was the nano-electrospray, place at an
orthogonal direction to the stream of carrier gas (Nitrogen). The end cap design was adopted to
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accommodate push of carrier gas (Nitrogen) through the DMS channel since the back end of DMS
is open to atmospheric pressure. In order to achieve the ~0.65 L min-1 MS vacuum pull, a MFC
was connected to maintain the flow rate of Nitrogen gas flowing through the channel. It is however
worth noting that the actual flow of carrier gas through the DMS channel is not measureable since
some of the gas are lost through as counter flow through the ion inlet region (ID = 2 mm). All
samples were directly infused at 1 uL.min-1 and nanosprayed at 1.5 kV using the commercial MS
(Thermo, LTQ XL) external pumping and HV source, respectively. For optimum positive ion
transmission, the voltage at each region of the ion optics were set as: DMS cap = +70 V, DMS
electrodes = 0 V, by DMS electronics; and collection plate = - 500 V by an external power supply.

Figure 26. Solidworks drawing of DMS-ISL assembly (left), and final implementation (right).
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CHAPTER 3 – RAPID PRE-FILTERING OF AMPHETAMINE AND DERIVATIVES BY
DIRECT ANALYSIS IN REAL TIME (DART)-DIFFERENTIAL MOBILITY
SPECTROMETRY (DMS)

Introduction
The synthesis of ‘designer drugs’ and derivatives is a novel approach in the development of new
psychoactive substances (NPS). In the early 1990s, these substances posed a significant public
health threat1 and the proliferation of this approach now pervades the illicit drug market. Although
these substances are viable for research and therapy, their toxicological potential for abuse
(including addiction and overdose) is difficult to ascertain which complicates their regulation.
Additionally, they are often conventionally mixed with other drugs, placing them further into
regulatory limbo. In 2014, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) reported an
increase of over 2 million people with drug-use disorders over the previous year in 20 countries.2
This figure reflects an increase in the number of users of opiates, cocaine, amphetamines, and
“ecstasy”. The current evolution of amphetamine and methamphetamine derivatives represents the
largest production of NPS in the illicit drug market.3 The side chain or ring derivatives (Figure 27)
are stimulatory to the central nervous system and can also effect hallucinogenic, entactogenic and
empathogenic

responses.

The

most

frequently

used

derivative,

3,4-methylenedioxy-

methamphetamine (MDMA, also known as ecstasy) was first synthesized by Merck in 1914 as an
appetite suppressant.4,5 Except for a few animal studies,6 this compound was largely neglected until
1968 when non-medical use appeared in the western part of the U.S.7 MDMA was first identified
on the streets of Chicago in 1972.8 Street sample received by PharmChem Laboratories recorded
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a consistent widespread increase in the use of MDMA in the U.S. from 1976 to 1985.9 Following
recent debate over its use as a psychotherapeutic agent versus a substance of potential abuse, a
synthetic analogue of MDMA, 3,4-methylenedioxy-ethamphetamine (MDEA, also called “Eve”),
appeared as MDMA's legal replacement.4 Subjectively, the psychological effects are similar, but
not identical to those of MDMA. Frequently, MDEA is confused with MDMA because “ecstasy”
tablets commonly contain both drugs.10–13 Derivatives not only mimic the psychosomatic effects
of amphetamine, but also are deliberately added as adulterants and/or diluents.14

Figure 27. Structure of amphetamine, methamphetamine, MDMA, and MDEA

In forensic science, drug analysis is regularly achieved by screening and confirmatory tests. For
screening, color tests and immunoassays are common15 while chromatographic techniques coupled
to mass spectrometry are primarily used for confirmation. The identification of a target drug from
within a mixture should ideally be able to differentiate two drug derivatives and thus facilitate
attribution. Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS)16–18 and liquid chromatography55

mass spectrometry (LC-MS)19–21 serve as conventional methods for unambiguous identification of
these substances from complex bulk samples. With the continuous emergence of NPS and the
time-consuming nature of conventional chromatographic techniques, expedient investigation is
desirable for drug profiling in forensic science.
Materials
Optima LC/MS grade methanol, acetonitrile and water were obtained from Fisher Scientific (Fair
Lawn, NJ). The following standards were obtained from Cerilliant Corporation (Round Rock, TX)
as 1 mg mL−1 solution in methanol: amphetamine, methamphetamine, 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) and 3,4-methylenedioxy-ethamphetamine (MDEA). Unless
otherwise stated, all samples were prepared in concentrations of 1 μg mL−1. Stainless-steel mesh
was obtained from McMaster-Carr Supply Company (Douglasville, GA) and cut into 15 mm ×
110 mm rectangular pieces to fit into the DART mesh holder. The mesh opening dimension and
strand diameter were 152 μm × 180 μm and 102 μm respectively (equivalent to 38%
transmittance). This was selected based on mesh characteristics required for optimum ion recovery
in a transmission mode-desorption electrospray ionization TM-DESI.22 The mesh pieces were
thoroughly rinsed with a mixture of water/methanol/acetone (25/25/50), and allowed to dry before
use. Blank measurements were taken on the clean mesh before sample deposition to ensure that
the pieces were free of contaminants and any detectable chemical interference.
Sample Preparation
Initial preparation of the mesh consisted of dipping the mesh in the 1 μg mL−1 working solutions
and allowing them to air dry. In subsequent experiments, 5 × 20 μL of sample solution were
deposited evenly across the length of the sample mesh using a micropipette. The five droplets were
rolled into each other with a consistent see-saw motion until visibly dry, to yield a homogeneous
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linear path with larger exposure area. The mesh substrate was allowed to stay until dry before
fastened on a custom-made aluminum mesh holder as shown in Chapter 2, Figure 22 (b). The mesh
holder was fabricated with an exposure area of 10 mm × 100 mm, over which a continuous and
consistent transmission-mode sample could be introduced to the DART-SVP source.
Uninterrupted sample introduction was necessary to perform a complete dispersion plot screening
(∼5 min) by the DMS electronics.
Results and discussion
The initial DART-DMS-MS configuration employed direct ionization and desorption of ions off
of mesh screens into the DMS cell without the reaction chamber mounted to the front end of the
DMS. Caffeine (Figure 28) demonstrated a nominal CV shift in the peak position (dispersed ion
peak, “DIP”) as a gross function of DV distinct from the residual ion peak “RIP” which remained
at CV ∼ 0.

Figure 28. Dispersion plot of neat caffeine (bottom). The DM-spectrum obtained at DV 1100 V
(top) filtered out caffeine at CV -7 V.
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Thus, we explored DMS performance for the application of drug compounds of interest. Using our
initial slow CV scan rate of ∼0.416 V s−1, we determined peak CV or Vc values at various DV or
Vrf in the range of 500–1500 DV. Each mesh experiment thus constituted a full CV scan of a neat
drug sample at a single DV voltage.
In Figure 29, a comprehensive dispersion plot was obtained from these experiments based on the
extracted ion signal peaks from each CV scan, for each DV studied. This depiction allowed us to
confirm a general trend from run-to-run of a successful dispersion for each unique species. Of the
four amines, amphetamine showed the most distinct DIP behavior across the range of accessible
DV. Notably, an undispersed RIP of the m/z for the extracted analyte ion was observed in each
experiment. However, a representative single DV scan in Figure 30 demonstrates the
undependable occurrence of the DIP, particularly relative to the RIP. For instance, in the case of
methamphetamine, the dispersed ion peak could not be observed beyond 1200 DV.

Figure 29. Dispersion tracks of neat drug samples following dispersed and residual ion peaks (no
reaction chamber employed).
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Figure 30. Extracted DM-Spectrum of neat drug samples at DV 1500V.

Figure 31. Four-component drug mixture separated at DV 1100 V after modification to
sample preparation and inlet hardware.
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Due to this low signal intensity of the DIPs and limited sample availability, experimental method
was modified in two ways. First, to constrain the size of the clusters entering as well as mitigate
stray field effects of the DMS electrodes on efficient aerodynamic sampling, we incorporated a
“reaction” cell. Second, we adapted the sample preparation method on to the mesh from dipping
the entire mesh in solution to instead spotting a total of 100 μL along the length of the mesh across
an area of ∼5 mm × 100 mm. This modification served to concentrate the sample into a smaller
surface area along the center line of the mesh and provided the added benefit of allowing us to
determine a surface concentration (∼0.2 ng mm−2). The combined effect of these modifications
can be seen in the analysis of a mixture of the four drugs at DV 1100 V in Figure 31, in which the
DIP intensity is now comparable to the RIP intensity.

Additionally, because we were curious about our sample consumption, we performed a triplicate
analysis across a single mesh. We observed that the absolute DIP and RIP signal intensities
decreased for all species from the first to the third trial as expected. However, as shown in the
example of MDMA in Figure 32, the DIP and RIP intensities are diminished disproportionately.
By the third trial, the DIP dominates the RIP for each species except methamphetamine. The nature
of the underlying chemistry to rationalize this observation is still unclear.
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Figure 32 (a) Chronogram at DV 1100 V of three successive trials showing absolute signal
intensities for MDMA sample consumption across a single mesh. b) The third trial of the fourcomponent drug mixture separated at DV 1100 V after modification to sample preparation and
inlet hardware. The samples are normalized to the most intense peak.

Each data point in Figure 32 represents a different mesh sample experiment. In addition to the
tedious experimental costs, this initial sampling method was subject to uncertainty arising from
the homogeneity of the sample preparation from mesh to mesh. Thus, after a relevant CV range
was established for the DMS separation of the 4 neat drugs, a full dispersion plot was obtained by
using a fast CV scan of ∼1.667 V s−1 achieved for a CV scan range of −15 to +9.5 V within 15
seconds for each DV. Implementation of the fast scan allowed multiple single DV scans to be
performed across a single mesh, and, with a DV step size of 50 V ranging from 500 V to 1450 V,
the total dispersion plot could be acquired within 5 minutes. The extracted ion dispersion plots for
each drug in the mixture are shown in Figure 33a.
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Figure 33. (a). Dispersion plot of the extracted ion masses of amphetamine, methamphetamine,
MDMA and MDEA ions as they are separated from the RIP. (b) At a fixed DV of 1100 V, the
ions were transmitted at CV −9.0 V, −5.0 V, −4.0 V and −2.5 V respectively. (c) Mass spectrum
of protonated amphetamine, methamphetamine, MDMA and MDEA of m/z 136, 150, 194 and
208 respectively at all CV.
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From this figure, the best single DV separation was obtained at DV 1100 V. By comparison, for
the single DV 1100 V run, a CV scan rate ∼0.416 V s−1 (4 times slower than the previous full
dispersion plot scan) was used to obtain the chronogram presented in Figure 33b. The plot depicts
the third trial of a single sample mesh to focus attention on the separation of the DIPs. The
separation of the four component mixture is enabled within ∼7 s (−10.5 to −7.5 V CV scan). While
amphetamine is most clearly baseline separated even in the dispersion plot, the other three
components exhibited partial separation with DIPs ranging from −6 V to −2 V. In Figure 33c, the
average mass spectrum across all CV values of the single DV 1100 V scan is shown. Individual
spectra corresponding to peak CV are provided in ESI Figure 34 – Figure 37. Although no DC
voltage was supplied for source fragmentation, significant fragment ions are observed for each
species (∼20–60% parent ion intensity). GC-MS analysis of the original samples did not support
significant sample degradation prior to DART-DMS-MS analysis. Revisiting the full dispersion
plot scans, we processed dispersion plots (data not shown) for the major fragment peaks of m/z
90.0, 118.9, and 163.0. The first two fragment peaks appear to track well with the amphetamine
parent ion and for the fragment of m/z 163.0, the MDEA parent. In each case, the DIP far outweighs
the RIP of the fragment and supports the earlier suspicion that the fragments cannot be attributed
to simple prior sample degradation. It is thus likely that the DART-DMS itself increases the
probability for fragmentation and warrants further study.
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Figure 34. Mass spectrum of Amphetamine in drug mixture obtained at CV -9.0 V

Figure 35. Mass spectrum of Methamphetamine in drug mixture obtained at CV -5.0 V
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Figure 36. Mass spectra of MDMA in drug mixture obtained at CV -4.0 V.

Figure 37. Mass spectra of MDEA in drug mixture obtained at CV -2.5 V.
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From Figure 33 a and b, we interpret from the overlap of RIP for each extracted species that the
mixture components themselves desorb as complexes initially to constitute the RIP tracks. For the
concentrations used herein (1 μg mL−1), multi-molecular complexes are possibly formed in the
ionization process but are sufficiently desorbed from each other after DMS separation, along the
ion path into the mass analyzer. On the other hand, we suspect that the DIP ion tracks are distinctly
desorbed single ions before DMS separation. In Figure 38, a comprehensive DIP, RIP plot from
the sample mixtures further shows that the individual DIP tracks do not correlate. The lack of
overlapping DIP tracks supports the notion that the dispersed ion peaks are natively desorbed as
the single drug components, independent of the other mixture components.

Figure 38. Dispersion tracks of drug mixtures with reaction chamber at fast CV scan of ∼1.667 V
s−1.
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To demonstrate the reproducibility of the DIP position in and outside a mixture, we obtained
dispersion plots of neat amphetamine and amphetamine in the mixture shown in Figure 39. The
neat and mixture DIP positions at DV 1100 V (CV = −9.5 V and −9.4 V respectively) validates
that the complex sample formulation does not have a lasting effect on separation behavior in the
DMS. In Figure 31 and Figure 38, both obtained from first trial sampled mesh, relative
amphetamine signal in the DIP compared to the RIP is notably lower compared to the other drugs.
The absolute intensity and the DIP/RIP ratio of the four drug sample is summarized in ESI Table
3.1. We suspect this may be related to amphetamine's lower pKa of 10.01 among others
(methamphetamine, MDMA and MDEA pKa as 10.21, 10.14 and 10.22 respectively) and thus
susceptibility to ionization by DART.23

Figure 39. Dispersion plot comparison of neat amphetamine (left) with amphetamine in the
mixture (right).
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Table 2. DIP/RIP ratio comparison of four-component drug mixture separated at DV 1100 V
at first trial sample mesh in Figure 31.

Amphetamine
Methamphetamine
MDMA
MDEA

DIP Intensity
3.27E+04
1.34E+04
2.03E+05
1.52E+05

RIP Intensity
1.39E+05
2.28E+04
4.13E+05
2.39E+05

DIP/RIP ratio
0.2343
0.5872
0.4921
0.6370

Conclusions
We report the first integration of DART ionization with DMS towards the application of complex
mixture analysis of amphetamine and derivative drugs. The data presented demonstrate a
potentially rapid online screening and confirmatory test for illicit drugs. A DV and CV field
gradient scanning required only 5 minutes in contrast to equivalent GC and LC, typically requiring
15–45 minutes. We demonstrate nominal separation of the drug mixtures across a CV scan at a
single DV in 15 seconds. As in chromatography, the incorporation of a stable isotope internal
standard with a carefully chosen concentration could ultimately facilitate quantitation. In practical
implementation, analogous to multi-reaction monitoring in triple quadrupoles, we should thus be
able to screen for these drugs by parking DMS voltages at relevant transmission parameters for
each species with appropriate calibration. To do so, our results suggest that dilution of the sample
may facilitate observation and utility of the DIP by DMS separation. In the future, additional
characterization of the combined DART-DMS technique is desirable to determine analytical
figures of merit such as the lower limit of detection, separation factor, and resolution. Additional
refinement of the method may benefit from active measures to promote formation of the dispersed
ions with methodical optimization of both sample preparation (e.g. DART temperature, sample
pH) and DMS operation (e.g. dopant inclusion). Further investigation in this application could
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reveal even greater potential of this hybrid method for profiling and characterization of drugs from
derivatives, adulterants, and diluents that may be present in mixtures.
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CHAPTER 4 – COUPLING FLOWING ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AFTERGLOW
(FAPA) WITH DIFFERENTIAL MOBILITY SPECTROMETRY-MASS
SPECTROMETRY (DMS-MS) FOR RAPID ANALYSIS OF SOLID METAL
COMPLEXES
Introduction
Metal-ligand chemistry plays an important role in diverse applications including environmental
remediation1, industrial process monitoring2, nuclear fuel production3, and biotechnology4.
Quantitative analyses of known organometallic targets are commonly provided through
spectrophotometric or potentiometric assays, but qualitative stoichiometric identification of the
complexes themselves is more challenging. Such metal speciation may be achieved using mass
spectrometry (MS) and electrospray ionization (ESI)5–7 which preserves molecular structure. With
the rise in commercial use of ESI, versatile atmospheric-pressure inlet mass spectrometers are
increasingly common and ripe for applications in metal speciation. The liquid nature of sample
introduction in ESI requires consideration for sample preparation such as sample solubility and
solvent volatility. Furthermore, such sample preparation inherently reflects the influence of
solution-phase equilibria 8.

To obviate the need for complex sample preparation, direct

desorption/ionization from condensed-phase sample surfaces is an attractive alternative for MS
analyses of inorganic complexes.
Ambient desorption/ionization (ADI) techniques, such as Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART)
9

, Desorption Electrospray Ionization (DESI)10, and others11 allow facile implementation of MS,

even potentially by laypersons, and are the subject of active commercial development. These
ionization methods permit conversion of condensed-phase, neutral analytes to their gaseous ionic
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form under ambient conditions. Many applications in the clinic12, battlefield13, or in space14 could
greatly benefit from ADI sampling methods in portable MS instrumentation15. However, the
constrained size, weight, and power requirements of in situ capable instruments usually come at
the cost of instrument performance (e.g., data acquisition rate, mass resolution, detection limits,
pumping requirements etc.) in the final design implementation16–18. For instance, in defense
applications, in situ instrumentation is constrained by the available power from a military-grade
battery or the physical abilities of the user. Further, dependence on consumable supplies also
factors into the operational capability of the proposed technology. For example, gases are easier
to handle than liquids, are lighter weight, and require few, if any, pumps for operation. Therefore,
spray-based ionization sources (e.g., DESI) may invoke greater logistical hurdles than plasmabased ionization methods. Finally, for in situ analyses, direct analysis from surfaces requires
minimal sample preparation, which greatly simplifies user implementation and training.
The Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow (FAPA) source is particularly attractive for
portable, direct-analysis mass spectrometry due to its simple design and high sensitivity 19,20. The
FAPA source is based around a direct-current (DC), atmospheric-pressure glow discharge (APGD)
in helium. The discharge gas, which contains ions, electrons, and excited species, exit the
discharge chamber into the ambient environment, and form the afterglow, where condensed phase
samples are introduced. The FAPA is one example of a wide variety of atmospheric-pressure
chemical ionization (APCI) methods where a helium discharge is used to produce reagent ions
from ambient gases; similar sources include DART, the low-temperature plasma (LTP) probe21,
etc. Notably, the higher operating current of the FAPA discharge (5 – 50 mA) produces a greater
abundance of reagent species, ultimately providing better limits-of-detection. Additionally, Joule
heating of the gas within the APGD of the FAPA leads to sufficiently high afterglow temperatures
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such that no external heater is needed for analyte desorption, as is often the case for DART and
LTP. Finally, the use of DC power for the FAPA does not produce radiative electronic noise that
could interfere with the mass-spectrometer control system, as in the case of RF-powered plasma
source (e.g., LTP probe or dielectric-barrier discharge ionization) 21.
A drawback of directly sampling from surfaces, prior to mass spectrometric introduction, is the
limited ability to mitigate complex mixtures22. In the laboratory, interference from sample matrix
or other reagents are traditionally minimized with chromatographic separation which may be
laborious, time-consuming, and costly. Consideration for size, weight, and power is another
limiting factor for its use in fieldable applications. Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) technologies
such as differential mobility spectrometry (DMS), embody emerging tools for post-ionization
differentiation and filtration of chemical species that are suitable for in situ applications. For
instance, when coupled to mass spectrometry analysis, front-end IMS/DMS separations are
achieved quickly with typically millisecond transit times. Additionally, IMS/DMS also engender
a low cost of operation with the limited need for consumables. DMS specifically became
commercially implemented in a standalone, field-portable device by the Sionex Corporation23–26.
DMS employs radiofrequency (RF)-based electronics that provide an atmospheric-pressure-based
filtering mechanism akin to the operation of quadrupoles, but based on gas-phase ion mobility27.
The fundamental principles of DMS have been extensively described elsewhere28,29. Briefly,
various ion-neutral interactions account for electric field dependent behavior of ion mobilities 30.
Thus, DMS exploits these differential mobilities by the application of alternating low- and highelectric fields (above 40 Td) which may be tuned for selective transmission31. Ionization is most
often achieved through the use of a β-emitter foil (e.g.,
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Ni) with a few exceptions32,33. The

millisecond ion transport timescale of the separation aligns favorably with the near-instantaneous
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direct analysis needed for portable MS systems. It is worth noting that, because DMS is conducted
after ionization, ionization matrix effects such as charge suppression cannot be mitigated, but,
when coupled to MS, DMS may still greatly simplify mass spectral interpretation. Interestingly,
when coupling DMS and portable MS, nanoelectrospray is the most common ionization source
used

34

. We have previously implemented DMS coupled to nanoelectrospray ionization for

separation of isobaric inorganic targets 35,36. More recently, to explore the versatility of DMS-MS,
we have also employed DART for differentiation and detection of prototypical drugs 37.
Together, the FAPA and DMS technologies may enhance portable MS analyses across a range of
sample compositions. Herein, we introduce the coupling of FAPA to DMS which may be ideally
suited for complex speciation by in situ MS analysis. We describe the optimization of FAPA
sampling/ionization conditions for introduction into the DMS and operational modifications to the
DMS to accommodate characterization of single-component samples; and demonstrate the
analysis for a simple binary mixture of prototypical metal complexes. We specifically investigate
cobalt and nickel acetylacetonate complexes, which are common catalysts for Fischer-Tropsch
reactions relevant to industrial hydrocarbon production38. This initial work may inform in situ MS
applications in which the sample matrix environment may be completely unknown. For the unique
objectives of nuclear forensics and planetary geochemistry, for instance, FAPA-DMS-MS may
provide a means to broad chemical screening in a remote or field setting.
Materials
Optima LC/MS grade solvents, including acetonitrile, methanol, acetone, and water, were
purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). A stainless-steel mesh (McMaster-Carr,
Elmhurst, IL), comprised of 114-μm diameter wire providing 52% transmittance, and was used as
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the sampling surface. The mesh sampling surfaces were cut into 15 × 110 mm rectangular pieces,
cleaned with water/methanol/acetone (25/25/50), and allowed to dry prior to sample deposition.
Chelated metal ions in the form of cobalt (II) acetylacetonate and nickel (II) acetylacetonate were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich Co. (St. Louis, MO) and also provided by Dr. Xiaodong Shi’s
research laboratory (Department of Chemistry, University of South Florida).
Sample preparation
Samples were prepared as solutions in acetonitrile to an initial concentration of 1 mg mL−1 unless
otherwise stated. Consistency sampling was achieved by applying five 20-μL droplets of sample
solution on to the surface, along the long central axis of the mesh with dimensions of
approximately 5 mm × 100 mm. The mesh was then tilted in a steady see-saw motion to combine
the droplets until visibly dry. In the concentration study of Ni(AcAc)2, 10-μL droplets of solutions
of varying concentrations (100, 300, 500, 700, and 1000 ppm) were similarly spotted on meshes
across an area of ~25 mm2. The FAPA-DMS-MS set-up employed has been discussed in Chapter
2, section 2.4.2.
Results and Discussion.
4.4.1 DMS pre-filtering of dried salt sample
Rather than synthesizing the metal-ligand complex in the afterglow, as has already been
demonstrated for the FAPA39, we focused on the behavior of dried samples of already complexed
inorganic species. Solutions of pre-made Co(AcAc)2 were deposited on a mesh substrate to
achieve an even surface concentration of ~0.2 µg mm-2 and subsequently analyzed by FAPADMS-MS. The FAPA desorption/ionization and DMS mobility behavior of Co(AcAc)2 is depicted
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in Figure 40, in which mass-spectral data (Figure 41) is delineated into two constituent ion species:
Co(II) and Co(III) corresponding to [Co(AcAc)2+H]+ - m/z 258 and [Co(AcAc)2]+ - m/z 257,
respectively. Although, the mass range covered did not allow for observation of uncomplexed
Co(II) at m/z 29.5, the soft nature of FAPA ionization is unlikely to result in intact metal ionization.
Likewise, oxidation to Co(I) was not observed in any spectra, which has been observed with the
use of nanoelectrospray ionization of the salt Co(Cl)2. The ion at m/z 101 corresponds to a minor
constituent of protonated acetylacetone ligand [(AcAc)+H]+ eliciting roughly three dispersive
tracks as shown in Figure 40 a. In contrast, [Co(AcAc)2]+ at m/z 257, possibly a result of oxidative
conditions under UV photolysis, exhibits a dispersed ion peak (DIP) track distinct from the AcAc
ligand in Figure 40 b. For instance, at the single Vrf of 1200 V, scanning across Vc, the Co(AcAc)2+
transmits through the DMS at -4.5 Vc, but minimal corresponding AcAc ligand signal is observed
in the mass spectra at this Vrf. Notably, this ionic metal-ligand complex corresponds to the Co(III)
oxidation state. The +3 charge state of the cobalt resides primarily in a residual ion peak, RIP, that
disperses towards positive Vc with increasing Vrf. Such behavior is often attributed to the
dominance of hard-sphere interactions40 such that mobility declines with larger electric fields.
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Table 3.

List of relevant peaks of interest in FAPA-DMS-MS of Co(AcAc)2 and Ni(AcAc)2

m/z

Chemical formula

Metal Oxidation state

101

[(AcAc) + H]+

-

[59-Co(AcAc)2]+/

Co(III)

[58-Ni(AcAc)2 + H]+

Ni(II)

258

[59-Co(AcAc)2 + H]+

Co(II)

259

[60-Ni(AcAc)2 + H]+

Ni(II)

279

[59-Co(AcAc)2 + Na]+

Co (II)

357

[59-Co(AcAc)3 + H]+

Co(III)

413

[58-Ni2(AcAc)3]+

Ni(II)

415

[59-Co2(AcAc)3]+/
[58-Ni 60-Ni(AcAc)3]+

257

417

Co(II)
Ni(II)
Ni(II)

[60-Ni2(AcAc)3]+

Figure 40. Extracted differential mobility spectra at Vrf 1200 V for the species a) [(AcAc)+H]+;
m/z = 101. And b) [Co(AcAc)2]+; m/z = 257. Corresponding full dispersion plots are depicted in
the lower panels as extracted ion heat maps. The dispersion plots were obtained within ˜ 5 min at
DMS Vrf scan 500–1450 V; 50 V increments. At each Vrf, a Vc scan from -15.0–9.5 V was obtained
in 15 s.
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Figure 41. FAPA-DMS Mass Spectrum of deposited Co(AcAc)2 in DMS-transparent mode.

The DIP signal, on the other hand, may simply represent a scant population of desorbed neutral
[Co(AcAc)2] that is subsequently oxidized in the FAPA plasma. Additionally, we speculate that
the disparate intensities of the DIP and RIP indicate overly abundant sample surface
concentrations, which produce large indeterminate clusters that dissociate between the DMS and
the mass analyzer.

The FAPA ionization of Co(AcAc)2 generates numerous additional ion peaks as
summarized in supplementary table of the literature. A considerable intensity for m/z 258 is
associated with the species [Co(AcAc)2+H]+ in which the initial +2 charge state of the cobalt is
maintained and the neutral complex is protonated within the plasma. Little of this species is
observed in electrospray mass spectra (data not shown), but has been observed previously with
FAPA-MS

39

. Dispersion tracks of the two oxidation states exhibit notable separation at high
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dispersion fields as seen in Figure 42. The separation suggests a means of metal speciation by
DMS complementary to the MS data. The +2 and +3 charge states of the cobalt ion may arise from
different reactions in the plasma, which subsequently disrupt the coordination of the AcAc ligands
to the cobalt. The net charge and the spatial configuration of the cobalt–AcAc complex ions are
then distinguishable after FAPA sampling and prior to entering the mass spectrometer inlet.
Literature on the coordination geometry of Co(AcAc)2

41

suggests that anhydrous crystals of

Co(AcAc)2 have been historically observed as a tetramer [Co(AcAc)2]4 stabilized by octahedral
coordination. On the other hand in this prior investigation, solvation appeared to drive formation
of trinuclear molecular crystal structures and subsequent recrystallization gave evidence of Co(III)
complex formation. Thus, the two distinct dispersion tracks in our experiments may reflect an
artifact of the solvation and evaporation steps implemented in our sample preparation method.

Figure 42. Dispersion tracks of [Co(AcAc)2]+ and [Co(AcAc)2+H]+ representing Co(III) and
Co(II) ion, respectively, from FAPA ionization and DMS separation of Co(AcAc)2.
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In Figure 43, the differential mobility spectra are presented of the two oxidation states at a fixed
Vrf of 1200 V and a Vc scan range of -15.0 to 9.5 V. Ion signals are normalized to the most abundant
peak in the differential mobility spectrum. The dispersed ion peaks (DIPs) for Co(III) and Co(II)
were optimally transmitted at Vc -4.5 V and -1.1 V, respectively. Representative mass spectra are
depicted in Figure 43b and c for each peak, in which suppression of the other ionic constituents
can be observed. In Figure 43b, for the most negative Vc values observed of -4.5 V, we assign the
Co(III) structure to a monomer species displaying typical Type A behavior in which the peak Vc
shifts to more negative values at higher dispersion voltages. In the mass spectrum of Figure 43c at
the Vc of -1.1 V, we observe both the nominally monomeric m/z 258 but also a prominent peak at
m/z 415, corresponding to the nominally dimeric [Co2(AcAc)3]+. Upon closer inspection, the
unfragmented [Co2(AcAc)3]+ at m/z 415 was observed at an even more positive Vc of +1.8 V as
shown in Figure 44. This shift to more positive Vc is in agreement with the general behavioral
difference seen in the literature between monomers and their dimers, likely reflecting greater hardsphere interactions.42,43 Also in Figure 43, while the DIP-to-RIP ratio of signal intensity for Co(II)
is ˜5:2, the same ratio for Co(III) is ˜1:5. These relative ratios may reflect the initial solid form of
the Co(AcAc)2 that was comprised primarily of the +2 oxidation state. The +3 oxidation state DIP
corresponds to reduction from the +2 oxidation in the plasma or within the initial solution-phase
state, while the +3 oxidation state RIP corresponds to fragmentation observed between the DMS
and the MS.
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Figure 43. (a). Extracted ion differential mobility spectrum of Co(III) and Co(II) ion at Vrf 1200 V.
They are transmitted at Vc -4.5 V and -1.1 V respectively. b). Mass spectrum of Co(III) at Vc 4.5 V and b) Co(II) at Vc -1.1 V.

Figure 44. Differential mobility spectrum of Co(II) in mononuclear [Co(AcAc)2+H]+and dinuclear
[Co2(AcAc)3]+ form, filtered out at Vc -1.1 V and 1.8 V, respectively.
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In the analysis of Ni(AcAc)2, only ions with a +2 oxidation state (e.g., [Ni(AcAc)2+H]+) were
observed, and, unlike cobalt, nickel in the +3 oxidation state is not observed. Notably, the observed
ions are spread between two isotopes as [58Ni(AcAc)2+H]+ and [60Ni(AcAc)2+H]+ at m/z 257 and
259, respectively, at the expected ratio ~2.5:1 as seen in Figure 45. Consequently, without
sufficient MS resolution,

58

Ni(II) and

59

Co(III) complexes are isobaric and indiscernible by MS

alone. Elsewhere in the literature, acetylacetonate chelation has been used in conjunction with
paper chromatography to distinguish copper, cobalt, and nickel44; the separation of these species
was attributed to solvation effects. We hypothesized that similar effects could be leveraged in
differentiating the protonated Co(II) and Ni(II) complexes in DMS. Indeed, overlaid dispersion
tracks of each representative ion, shown in Figure 47, are discernible for each individual Co(II)
and Ni(II) complex. In fact, both the nominal DIP and RIP tracks appear distinguishable.
Therefore, without the combined influence of the FAPA and DMS, the presumably more
representative Co(II) configuration of the cobalt acetylacetonate would not be easily discerned.
The differing FAPA-DMS-MS behavior thus portends the potential capacity of DMS in chemical
speciation of inorganic complexes with different metal centers directly from solid samples.

Figure 45. FAPA-DMS Mass Spectrum of neat Ni(AcAc)2 in DMS transparent mode.
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4.4.2 DMS filtering and separation of sample mixtures
In prior work, water clustering helped to differentiate cobalt and nickel ions36 and analogous
separation with anionic ligands within mixtures was anticipated. Evidence that Co(AcAc)2 exists
as a tetramer [Co4(AcAc)8] in its crystalline form has been described by Vreshch et al 41, while
Ni(AcAc)2 has been determined as a trimeric structure by Bullen et al45. Thus their low-field ion
mobilities were assumed to differ significantly and potentially their differential mobilities as well.
To test a simple mixture providing roughly equal FAPA ionization sensitivity, initial
concentrations of 0.05 mg/mL and 1 mg mL-1 of Co(AcAc)2 and Ni(AcAc)2, respectively, were
prepared together by depositing 100 μL of a 50/50 volume mixture on to the sample mesh. With
these sample surface preparation conditions, the mixture mass spectra is depicted in Figure 46,with
the DMS operated in transparent mode.

Figure 46. FAPA-DMS Mass Spectrum of all Co(AcAc)2and Ni(AcAc)2 mixtures in DMStransparent mode.
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Figure 47. At Vrf 1200, a).Chronogram of Co(II) and Ni(II) in mixture (dash-line) from Co(AcAc)2
and Ni(AcAc)2 alone (solid line)at Vrf 1200. b). Chronogram of Co(II) and Ni(II) in mixture (dashline)at low concentration.

In Figure 47a, across a Vc scan range of -15.0 V – 9.5 V and fixed Vrf of 1200 V, a
chronogram of Co(II) and Ni(II) ions in the mixture (dashed line), and as single-component traces
(solid line) are presented. While the Co(II) and Ni(II) DIPs are each distinct when sampled
individually, surprisingly, they appeared to coalesce in the mixture. Consequently, the DIP peaks
in the mixture are poorly separated with Vc peaks appearing at -2.1 V for Co(II) and -2.8 V for
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Ni(II). Interestingly, the RIPs also appeared to coalesce. One plausible explanation may lie in the
influence of excess gaseous Ni(AcAc)2. It has been previously shown that the sensitivity of FAPAMS for metal acetylacetonates varies substantially based on the metal center39 and the limit-ofdetection for Ni(AcAc)2 with FAPA was ca. two orders of magnitude poorer than other metalAcAc complexes. However, the vapor pressure of metal acetylacetonates are within the same
order of each other46. Therefore, the drastic differences in cobalt- and nickel-complex sensitivity
is likely due to the ionization process. As such, after exposure to the hot FAPA gas, a significant
fraction of the 20-fold excess of Ni(AcAc)2 on the sample mesh would be gaseous and neutral,
potentially serving as a gas-phase DMS modifier. Chemical modifiers have been implemented to
improve the separation of ionic species as earlier described by Schneider et al 40 but, in our case,
inadvertent inclusion clearly negatively impacts the DMS separation.

Figure 48. Plot of low concentration mixture of Co(AcAc)2 and Ni (AcAc)2 at 1450Vrf. Separation
between m/z 258 and m/z 259 correspond to species of Co(II), and Ni(II), respectively.
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We ultimately sought to lower total surface concentrations to minimize the perceived
interference effect. In Figure 48, using 10-times lower cobalt concentration and 2-times lower
nickel concentration in the mixture, we observed the distinct separation of both cobalt species from
the nickel at a dispersion voltage of 1450 Vrf. Single component chronograms were gathered for
the lower concentration mixture in Figure 47b and exhibit similar dispersion behavior as the high
concentration mixture. Within more appropriate concentrations, the power of the DMS filtration
to aid in differentiating the FAPA components is demonstrated in Figure 49. Between Figure 49a
and Figure 49b, the DMS removes considerable chemical noise in the mass spectra. In Figure 49c,
speciation from a chromatogram-like DMS Vc scan at 1450 Vrf is confirmed by the mass spectra
in Figure 49d-f for each of the different species evaluated earlier. The sensitivity of the DMS
separation was then assessed for potential quantitative applications. When the DMS filtration is
grounded and thus effectively turned off, a concentration series for Ni(AcAc)2 from 100-1000
µg/mL does not yield a reliable linear relationship in Figure 50. However, when the DMS is set
to filter on the Ni(AcAc)2 at m/z 257 (using 1500 Vrf and -4.56 Vc), the linearity is well observed.
Notably, we tested a lower concentration of 10 µg/mL but, using the surface preparation methods
currently employed, could not obtain sustained reliable signal intensity.
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Figure 49. Low concentration mixture analysis demonstrates the differentiation by DMS of the a)
background matrix from the b) analyte. c) A differential mobility spectrum from the extracted ion
chromatogram (m/z 256.5–259.5) at Vrf 1450 V is deconvolved into various mixture constituents.
The corresponding peaks and constituent identities are found in the mass spectra of d) -7.5 V,
[Co(AcAc)2]+; e) -4.0 V, [Ni(AcAc) 2+H]+; and f) -1.9 V, [Co(AcAc)2+H]+.
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Figure 50. Concentration Study of 58Ni(AcAc)2 (m/z 257) as a single component with (red) and
without (black) DMS filtration. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Conclusion
In our previous work, differential mobility spectrometry of metal cations was studied using
nanoelectrospray, in which DMS dispersion is achieved through water clustering phenomena.36 In
the present work, FAPA-DMS was studied to extend applications for inorganic species in metalligand complexes as dry solid surfaces. The data presented characterize the first coupling of FAPA
desorption/ionization with DMS for the gas-phase ion pre-filtration and separation of complexed
metals

in

a

prototypical

sample

system

including

Cobalt(II)acetylacetonate

and

Nickel(II)acetylacetonate. Samples in an ambient environment were desorbed and ionized by the
direct-current FAPA that produced analyte ions together with interfering ions. A rapid postionization DMS screening filters ions of interest through the analytical region of the DMS cell,
prior to detection with MS. A dispersion plot was obtained by the fast Vrf and Vc field gradient
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scanning which separates Co(II) from Co(III) ions when a neat Co(II)acetylacetone was sampled.
Within the typical Vc scanning time of 15 s, at fixed Vrf, FAPA-DMS can effectively demonstrate
separation of these dispersed ion peaks from each other in a differential mobility spectrum of V c
transmission. Thus, at fixed Vc and Vrf combinations, in a similar fashion to single ion monitoring,
a specific complex may be selectively transmitted for MS detection. We also applied the FAPADMS analysis to a mixture of cobalt(II)acetylacetonate and nickel(II)acetylacetonate,
demonstrating speciation within a mixture of closely related inorganic complexes in the d-block.
Further work will encompass a more extensive investigation of the influence of the sample
preparation methods including solvation conditions. Finally, we find that our method may facilitate
quantitative measures. Hence, further exploration in the FAPA-DMS hybrid might offer a
sensitive, rapid, and portable analytical tool for on-site screening in in situ applications including
radio-nuclear debris and environmental contaminants.
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CHAPTER 5 – ENABLING URANIUM ISOTOPE RATIO MEASUREMENTS ON AN
ION TRAP WITH DIFFERENTIAL MOBILITY SPECTROMETRY

Introduction
The characterization of uranium and other radionuclear materials remains an important topic of
sustained interest because they generate high-yield power 1 with low greenhouse gas emission.2
Unfortunately, uncontrolled proliferation of this materials could be life-threatening.3,4 Despite the
obvious benefits of nuclear power, public perception and acceptance following various accidents
is another major concern.5,6 International regulation such as the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
(NPT) adopted protocols for safeguards measuring techniques for accountability of uranium (U)
and plutonium (Pu) only.7 While U and Pu are the big players, other radionuclides, stable fragments
and heavy metals also pose a great risk to human life and environment. For instance, the byproducts
of nuclear fission; Cesium (Cs) – 137 and Strontium (Sr) – 90 (t ½ ~ 30 years) are not only highly
radioactive, but can be environmentally persistent. While handheld devices like the GeigerMueller Probe could only detect radiations in real time, fragments which could be a radiation
precursor in the near future cannot be detected. However, there is a need for the development of a
rapid and high-throughput analytical sensor that can selectively characterize radionuclides and
associated fission products from various sources including nuclear power or reprocessing plants,
decommissioned sites, and post-detonation scenes.
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Mass spectrometry (MS), among other analytical techniques, have been the “state-of-the-art”
method for nuclear forensic study.8–12 Individual atomic species are identified and quantified with
a high level of precision and accuracy. Due to the risks associated with radionuclide materials,
handling and analyses must be carefully done with appropriate guidelines for reliability, under
careful and safe conditions. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) established the
International Target Values (ITV) to ascertain confidence of results and reliability of an analytical
technique.13 For instance, U classes based on 235U isotopic abundance: Depleted U (< 0.3 %235U);
Natural U (0.3 % <235U < 1 %); low enriched U (1 % <235U <20 %); and High enriched U (> 20
%235U) all have different ITV for measurement uncertainties.13 The ITV uncertainty (uc) comprises
two components; systemic uncertainty, u(s); and random uncertainty, u(r), determined by the
percentage error (% Error) for accuracy and relative standard deviation (% RSD) for precision
measurements, respectively. It can be expressed as;

𝑢𝑐 = √u(s)2 + u(r)2

(5.1)

Dedicated mass spectrometers employed in nuclear forensics include isotope ratio mass
spectrometry (IRMS). To achieve adequate isotope abundance measurements, high precision and
accuracy of both radioactive and stable isotopes, IRMS employs a combination of high energy
ionization and magnetic sectors equipped with multi-collector detectors. For example, the Thermo
253 Plus IRMS (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA). For liquid samples, thermalionization mass spectrometry (TIMS)14 and inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICPMS)15 were employed. Conversely, direct solid sampling requires laser ablation coupled ICP-MS
(LA-ICP-MS)16 or secondary ionization MS (SIMS).17 While these techniques still remain the
gold-standard for isotopic measurement, sample preparation and analysis are time-consuming and
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labor-intensive, making them less desirable for process control analysis and rapid detection.
Additionally, the risk of transporting unknown radio-nuclear materials from sites for analysis on
massive instrument in a controlled laboratory is also problematic. Thus, there is a need for
development of field deployable analytical technique in nuclear forensics. The major consideration
for implementation is the size, weight and Power (SWP) requirements.
We have previously reported the implementation of DMS coupled to MS for the separation of
inorganic species18,19 and more recently for the separation of complexed metal speciation.20 While
DMS has demonstrated its capability for rapid ion pre-filtration, separation and elimination of
chemical interference, the portability of DMS coupled to a portable MS system can be potentially
used for field screening and characterization of radionuclides and their fission fragments.
In this study, DMS was attached to the front end of ion-trap MS. The resulting higher S/N ratio,
most especially for low abundant isotope, improves IR measurements accuracy. Additionally,
DMS pre-filtration increases trapping capacity of the MS, eliminates space charge effect in the
trap and consequently increasing the ion signal.
Materials
Standard uranyl nitrate [UO2(NO3)2.6H2O] and strontium nitrate [Sr(NO3)2] solutions were
obtained from SPEX CertiPrep (Metuchen, NJ) at an initial concentration of 1000 µg/ml in water
and nitric acid (2%) solution. For speciation studies, solid uranyl acetate [UO2(C2H3O2)2·2H2O)]
and uranyl was obtained from Baker and Adamson (Morristown, NJ). Solid lead nitrate was
obtained from Acros organics (Pittsburgh, PA) For isotope studies, a certified reference material
(CRM) of natural Uranium (NIST SRM 3164), was obtained from High purity Standards
(Charleston, SC) as 1000 µg/ml in water and nitric acid (2%) stock solution. As shown in Table 4,
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the abundance of various isotopes and 235U/238U ratio obtained from the certificate of analysis. For
safety reasons, it is noteworthy to mention that the uranyl salts were all in their depleted state, that
is, the radioactive isotopes have been substantially reduced.

Table 4.
study.

Isotope abundance of the certified reference material, NIST SRM 3164 used in this

Isotope

NBL Certified
Abundance (x100)

Isotopic Mass

234

U

0.0052962

234.0409521

235

U

0.72087

235.0439299

236

U

0.0000097

236.045568

238

U

99.27392

238.0507882

Total U

235

U/238U ratio

0.0072614

100

Sample preparation
Nitrates and acetate salts were further prepared in LC/MS grade methanol and 1:1 (v:v) methanol:
water (Fisher Scientific Fair Lawn, NJ), to concentration ranges of µM and mM respectively, prior
to MS analyses. All samples were introduced by direct infusion at 1 uL.min-1 from a 500 µL syringe
(Hamilton Company Reno, NV) through the self-assembled nano-electrospray set-up as described
in Chapter 2, section 2.1.3.
Results and discussion
5.4.1 DMS reproducibility studies.
The integrated ion signal for twenty peaks were obtained and averaged for each scan duration as
show in Figure 51. From the result, the RSD value was improved as the CV scan increases. The
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lower RSD value at higher CV scan duration was expected since the number of MS sampling has
also increased. However, the reproducibility of DMS scan rate was investigated in the Figure 51,
plot showing the ion signal was plotted against the CV scan duration. The R-square value obtained
has proven that DMS is an excellent analytical tool for rapid chemical characterization and can be
further used for quantitative analysis.

Figure 51. At fixed DV 1200V, DMS scan of UO2+ ion at twenty repeated CV scan from -15 V
to +9.5 V at different duration ontained at 20 mM uranyl acetate solution.

Table 5.

Integrated ion signal of Uranyl ion at different DMS CV scan duration.

Time (s)

5

10

15

Average AUC (s)
SD (s)
RSD (%)

9.50E+04 1.71E+05 2.30E+05 4.41E+05 1.04E+06
1.46E+04 2.45E+04 3.56E+04 6.16E+04 1.16E+05
15.35
14.35
15.43
13.97
11.21
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30

60

120
2.28E+06
1.64E+05
7.21

It is worth noting that the reproducibility of ion signal also depends on the stability of the ion
current from source. Additionally, the filtration CV or time (equivalent to the retention time in
chromatography); at which the dispersed ion peak (left peak) was filtered is another index of DMS
reproducibility. The average filtration CV and σ value in each CV duration is reported in Figure
52 and Table 6. At each CV scan rates, filtered DIP possesses different CV values with a slight CV
shifts from the average -10.1 V +0.5. However, further study was conducted to confirm that there
is no ion peak shift on the DM Spectrum at variable MS acquisition rate. At fixed DV 1200 V and
CV scan at ~1.667 Vs-1, UO2+ peak was filtered out at the same CV value of ~ -10. 0 V, shown in
Figure 53.

Figure 52. At DV 1200 V, DM-Spectrum of uranyl ion at variable CV scan (-15 -9.5 V) rates.
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Table 6.

DIP filtered CV of uranyl ion at variable CV scan (-15 -9.5 V) rates at DV 1200 V

Time (s)

5

10

15

30

60

120

Average CV (V)
σ (V)

-10.6
0.2

-10.8
0.3

-9.3
0.4

-9.9
0.4

-10.7
0.2

-9.8
0.6

Figure 53. At fixed DV 1200 V ad CV scan of -15 to +9.5 V for 15 sec, DM spectrum of UO2+ as
a function of MS acquisition rate validation.

5.4.2 Pre-filtration and separation of Uranyl salts from sample mixture
Mixture of uranyl nitrate and strontium nitrate salts are prepared in methanol solution each
containing 4 µM concentration. When a full DV and CV scan was done on the sprayed mixture,
the full dispersion plots of UO2+ and SrOH+ extraced ions were obtained as shown in Figure 54a
(left). From this result, SrOH+ ion experience more field dispersion (more negative CV) than the
UO2+. As predicted from previous literature, smaller molecules tends to be filtered at more negative
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CV values 21; that is they exhibit more of the type A ion , thus ion mobility coefficient α (E/N) >>
0. In our DMS design, the DV is applied to the top electrode, however the SrOH+ ion is displaced
more toward the bottom electrode than the UO2+ ion. In order to offset the displacement and allow
ion of interest to pass through the electrode gaps for detection, CV values of -11. 5 V and - 8.6 V
were superimposed on the top electrodes to filter out SrOH+ and UO2+ ion, respectively. It is
important to mention that the UO2+ dispersed ion peak is ~ 2x fold greater than SrOH+ ion even
though their mole ratio in condense phase are in ratio 1:1. This evidence has also confirmed that
the behavior of ESI ion in gas phase is not a true representation of its condense phase.22
The mass spectrum of the mixture when DMS DV and CV is off (transparent mode) is shown in
Figure 54b (top). The peaks of interest are UO2+ and SrOH+; m/z 270 (base peak) and 104.8,
respectively while other peaks could be matrix, chemical interferences and/or fragments that are
irrelevant for these studies.

Figure 54. At fixed DV 1200 V ad CV scan of -15 to +9.5 V for 15 sec, DM spectrum of UO2+ as a
function of MS acquisition rate validation.
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5.4.3 DMS for Isotope measurement
As earlier mentioned, high concentration sampling is highly recommended for isotope
measurement, especially for minor isotopes with relatively low ion abundance. For instance,
natural uranium of 235U isotope of < 1% employed in this study. It is also imperative to mention
that there is reduced ion transmission when DMS is coupled to MS, as described in previous
literatures.23,24 For our DMS planar design, ion signal was reduced by a factor of ~10. However,
increasing sample concertation can compensate for the ion loss. In order to establish the
performance of DMS-MS system for IR measurement, preliminary isotope study was performed
on uranyl nitrate (uncertified) standard at 500 µM concentration. At DMS OFF, an unknown ionic
species interfere with the
235

235

UO2+ ion at m/z 267 which obviously resulted to the high

UO2+/235UO2+ ratio of 0.349335 as shown in the mass spectrum in Figure 55. The result clearly

indicates that

235

UO2+/238UO2+ ratio cannot be accurately measured on conventional trap-styled

MS analyzer with low mass resolution. Even on high resolution MS, background noise could
overlap on minor isotopes thus affecting the accuracy of IR measurement. Several studies have
explained that space-charge effect, background noise, and automatic background signals deletion
(that is “0” background) at a present threshold created a bias that favor most abundant isotope
relatively to the minor isotopes, thus further impairing the accuracy of IR measurement.25,26 While
employing DMS, a 5-minute DV and CV scan was conducted to obtain a full dispersion plot.
From the dispersion plot, DV 1300 V and CV -10.5 V was selected to filter out only the UO2+ ion.
At the fixed DV and CV combination, uranyl ion was filtered out and acquired in 30 minutes.
235

UO2+/238UO2+ ratio was measured as 0.007077 as shown in Figure 55. After a 5-month period,

at the same experimental conditions including sample preparation, DMS and MS instrumental
conditions, the experiment was repeated.
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Figure 55. Uranyl nitrate mass spectrum: Peaks of 235UO2+ and 238UO2+ ions at m/z 267 and 270,
respectively at DMS OFF and DMS ON (DV 1300 V and CV -10.5 V). Inset is a scale expansion
showing of 235UO2+ at DMS ON.

At DV 1300 V and CV -11.6 V combination were obtained from the dispersion plot (not shown)
for uranyl ion isotope measurement. The IR measurement obtained was 0.006884 + 0.001109. The
1.38 % relative standard deviation (RSD) confirmed DMS reproducibility, making it more
promising analytical tool for isotope measurement of uranium. It is also important to mention that
the CV shift is not unusual in ion mobility separation. The underlying principle of DMS separation
involves the interaction of ions with neutral gas in ambient environment. However, variables in
such environment which include temperature, pressure and humidity will influence the ion-neutral
interaction as they drift through the DMS cell, and thus consequently affect the net displacement
and CV values of ions.
To further validate the performance of DMD-MS hybrid, isotope study was conducted on a
certified natural uranium (NIST SRM 3164). The 235U/238U ratio was certified as 0.0072614 based
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on preparation and analytical method developed at NIST for SRM spectrometric standard solution.
At 5-minute DV and CV scan dispersion plot, uranyl ion (m/z 270) was filtered out at a DV and
CV combination of 1000 V and -7.8 V, respectively. The DV and CV combination were held for
30 minutes at MS scan rate of 1.232 Hz and in a tight mass range window m/z 265 – 275; equivalent
to 2217 data points. As shown in Figure 56a (top), the total ion signal dropped by a factor of 0.1
when DMS is turned on and the corresponding mass spectrum for the 30-minute DMS run time is
shown at the bottom.
As observed in the mass spectrum, the

235

UO2+ and

238

UO2+ peaks at m/z 267 and 270 were

distinctly observed and baseline resolved with interfering background signal ~ 0. By visual
examination, the y – axis zoom in Figure 56b), the percentage isotope abundance of the minor
isotope;

235

UO2+ ion can be observed as ~ 0.7%. Further analysis of the extraction ion

chromatogram of m/z 267 and 270 corresponding to
obtained from the 30 minutes scan. The

235

UO2+/

235

UO2+ and

238

238

UO2+ion, respectively were

UO2+ ratio was measured as 0.00713.

Conversely, while DMS potentials were turned off (transparent mode); that is all ions were allowed
to pass through, the ratio was recorded as 0.00913 as detailed in Figure 57 (top). In order to
validate the reliability of our result in accordance with the International Target values (ITV)
guideline, the u(r)% RSD and u(s) % relative RD were measure as shown in Figure 57 (bottom).
From the result, the combined (total) standard uncertainty (uc) at DMS ON and OFF were
calculated as 7.214 and 26.58, respectively. The low value (uc) while DMS is ON clearly indicates
improved accuracy and precision. From the ITV classification, our sample is a natural U (0.3 % %
< 235U < 1 %) and should have ITV (uc) of 0.23.13,26 Some previous works have conducted uranium
IR measurement on different high resolution MS and compared analysis time (1- 9 hours) and
results,26 it is worth noting that DMS-MS IR measurement was conducted in ~30 minute run time.
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Figure 56. (a)At DMS on; fixed DV and CV values of 1000 V and -7.8 V, 30 minutes filtration
(top) of UO2+ ion for isotope measurement of 235UO2+/ 238UO2+ ratio. Corresponding mass
spectrum (bottom) and (b) y -axis zoomed in mass spectrum of 235UO2+ isotope.

In order to validate the performance of DMS in real sample containing heterogenous mixtures,
SRM of uranium was spiked with lead nitrate (Pb (NO3)2) at concentration ratio at SRM: Pb
(NO3)2 =10:1 , producing Pb (NO3)+ ion (mass spectrum in Figure 58) which create an isobaric
interference with 238UO2+ at m/z 270. At DV 800V, the DM spectrum obtained shows the separation
of UO2+ from Pb (NO3)+ ion, as shown in Figure 59 (top). While Pb-206 and Pb-208 isotopes were
expected to be filtered out at the same DMS field, the

206

Pb(NO)3+ extracted ion chromatogram

(EIC), equivalent to m/z 268 will have similar peak as the 208Pb(NO)3+ pair.
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Figure 57. Isotope ratio measurement of 235U/238U ratio at DMS ON and OFF (top), and normal
distribution curve (bottom) of the IR measurements.

The corresponding mass spectrum (Figure 59- bottom) at DMS ON and OFF is shown. From the
result, the base peak (m/z 270) is associated to 238UO2+ and 208Pb(NO)3+ ions while the zoomed in
inset shows the

235

UO2+ while DMS is ON and OFF. At the fixed DV 800V and CV -7.8 V, IR

measurement was obtained, ranging from 5 minutes to about 75 minutes, result obtained were
summarized in Table 7. For 30 minutes acquisition time, a comparison of IR measurement for neat
SRM sample (235UO2+/ 238UO2+ = 0.00713) with spiked SRM (235UO2+/ 238UO2+ = 0.00745) for a
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30 minutes acquisition time, shows about ~4% increase. This deviation is not significant relative
to the result obtained at DMS OFF (235UO2+/ 238UO2+ = 0.02082). The substantial increase in ratio
can be attributed to the presence of the isobaric interference of Pb (NO3)+ ion at m/z 270. As a rule
of thumb, we expect the RSD value to reduce as time increases, in this studies, the % error is more
important than RSD. The ITV (uc), representing both RSD and % error was obtained. From Table
7, we can also infer that 15 minutes DMS scan gave the best IR measurement result with ITV (uc)
of 3.7%.

Figure 58. Mass spectrum of neat lead nitrate (10 ppm).
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Figure 59. DM-spectrum showing separation mixtures of SRM and lead nitrate (top), and
corresponding mass spectrum.
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Table 7.

IR measurement of 235UO2+/ 238UO2+ measured at different time range

DMS ON

DV 800 V, CV -7.4 V

Time (min)

Average

σ

RSD (%) u(r)

% error (u (s)

ITV (uc)

5

0.00754

0.00367

48.66

3.89

5.50

15

0.00745

0.00335

44.91

2.62

3.70

30

0.00751

0.00305

40.80

3.42

4.83

45

0.00773

0.00297

38.40

6.40

9.06

60

0.00783

0.00281

35.92

7.89

11.15

75

0.00817

0.00421

52.78

12.46

17.62

30

0.02082

0.00719

34.53

186.69

264.02

ACTUAL

0.007261

DMS OFF

Conclusion
In our previous study, we have established the feasibility of DMS for prefiltration and separation
of inorganic complex mixtures.20 Herein, the study was aimed at extending the DMS-Ion trap MS
hybrid as a potential portable system for the separation and characterization of uranium and
strontium from mixtures; analogous to radionuclear fission products. Solution of sample mixtures
were nanospayed to produce gas phase ions including; uranyl ion (UO2+), Strontium ion (SrOH+),
and other interfering chemical species. A rapid DV and CV gradient scan were applied on DMS
electrode to selectively filter out each ionic species as they drift through the DMS cell within ~ 5
minutes, prior to MS detection. Full dispersion plots were obtained from MS data and a nominal
15 seconds CV scan DM- spectrum was derived from a fixed DV of the dispersion plot. Our result
shows that DMS was capable of separating uranyl and strontium ion from each other, and from
interfering peaks. From the DM spectrum, fixed DV and CV combination was obtained for uranyl
ion to further conduct an isotope ratio measurement. The DM-single ion monitoring was conducted
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for ~30 minutes to obtain the ion abundance of U-235 and U-238. IR ratio obtained was compared
to result obtained at DMS off. From our result, the capability of DMS to remove interfering peak
on the less abundant isotope; U-235 indicates its potential use for improved IR measurement when
coupled to a MS. For further validation, same experiment was performed on a certified reference
material of natural uranium, spiked with isobaric contaminant. Result obtained indicate that the
portability of DMS can be coupled to Ion trap-analyzer MS for field screening, characterization
and isotope measurement of radionuclear materials.
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